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Abstract 

  

In this thesis, the simple predicting method of thrust-production on the wing’s elastic deformation 

effects has been proposed, which is named DRR’s principle. And then, the development of DRR’s principle for 

the flexible wing is described. Particularly, emphasis has been based on the explanations the reasons of why 

DRR has been different in phase and amplitude with thrust coefficients. 

The thesis consists of five chapters covering the background history, problem formulation, solution 

approach and discussion of the results and conclusions. 

CHAPTER I deals with a detailed background history of the deformation effects to aerodynamic forces, 

problem associated with elastic deformation, its importance in practical applications in flying robot. And also, 

the research purposes are specified. 

CAPTER II describes method of solution, development of a numerical algorithm, grid system, finite 

volume and finite element discretization of the governing equations, and the calculation of the physical amounts 

in fluid dynamic analysis.  

CHAPERT III contends with the mathematical model of evaluating the deformation effects. Also, the 

previous works are described. The results of the effects of the vortex structures in the wake behind both the 

flapping rigid and elastic wings, and the varying the wing’s flexibilities due to some ribs attached with the main 

spare of the wing structures is investigated. In addition, the characteristic effects of elastic deformation using 

FEM simulation are examined. 

CHAPTER IV explains the relationships between DRR variable and thrust coefficient. And also, the 

vortex flow structure results obtained by FSI simulation are illustrated. In particular, the newly developed 

DRR’s principle for the prediction of a dynamic thrust is explained and their mathematical results are discussed. 

CHAPTER V in this final chapter, a conclusion is drawn regarding the robustness of the newly 

developed mathematic model in predicting simply the dynamic thrust based on the elastic deformation effects.  

Especially, to verify DRR’s principle, the reasons of their amplitude and phase difference have been 

found, as these are follows: First, for amplitude difference, due to highest DRR has been proportional to both the 

maximum trailing-edge deformation and deformational area, which at this point occurs zero deformational 

velocity (Vdeform =0). On the other hand, the maximum dynamic thrust has been dependant on both high 

amplitude of dynamic pressure difference and the trailing projection area. Otherwise, both DRR and CT have 

coupled only with the maximum trailing deformation. Second, for phase difference, due to the effects of 

constructive interference between pressure difference, p(t), and projection area, ATE,deform(t), with the same 

frequency but different amplitude have occurred, thus the resulting wave of thrust force has been equal to the 

sum of these two waves. However, the resulting wave of DRR has not only been affected by local p(t), but also 

3-D deformation of wing. Especially, it can also be explained by that KDRR and CDRR, where KDRR indicates the 

potential energy caused by the surface pressure and total wing’s deformation and the leading-edge deformation 

is indicated by CDRR. As results, for newly model of thrust coefficient based on DRR’s principle, an error of 

between 8% and 18 % have occurred for high thrust and small thrust force region, respectively. 

Finally, suggestion for future work has been highlighted.   
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Nomenclatures 

 

a  acceleration     [m s^-1] 

A  Flapping angle amplitude   [deg] 

A  Angular velocity amplitude  [rad s^-1] 

b  Wingspan    [m] 

c  Chord length     [m] 

Cd  Drag coefficient    - 

cm  Mean chord length    [m] 

cref  Reference chord length   [m]  

D  Drag force    [N] 

DRR  Dimensionless deformational volume -  

E  Young’s modulus    [Pa] 

f  Flapping frequency   [N] 

L  Lift force    [N] 

p  Pressure     [Pa] 

r  Distance      [m] 

rmd  Mesh Displacement    [m] 

rE  Total Mesh Displacement    [m] 

R  Half-wingspan     [m] 

Re  Reynolds number    - 

t  Time      [s] 

T  Time period    [s^-1] 

u, v, w  Velocity components   [m s^-1] 

rx, ry, rz  Cartesian coordinate components   [m] 

 

Greek symbols 

  Angle of attack     [degree] 

t  Time step     [s] 

  Molecular viscosity   [Pa s] 



iv 

 

  Poison’s ratio, dynamic viscosity  - 

  Deformational displacement   [m] 

  Strain      [N m^-2] 

  Phase difference    [rad] 

  Flapping angle    [deg] 

  Density     [kg m^-3] 

  Normal stress     [N m^-2] 

  Shear stress    [N m^-2] 

  Vorticity     [s^-1] 

flap  Flapping angular velocity   [rad s^-1] 

xx ,yy, zz  Components of viscous stress tensor 

 

Subscripts: 

i  inner 

i,j  Cell centre value 

flap  Flapping motion 

max  Maximum value 

min  Minimum value 

LE  Leading edge 

TE  Trailing edge 

0  free stream condition/ initial 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

 

Fig. 1-1 Imaginary of actual flow over moving elastic body and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) coupled 

problems  

 

Flying insects, birds, or aquatic animals fly or swim skillfully by controlling a flow field around their 

body using their wings or tail flukes of complex shape and their elastic deformation. There are two classes of 

aerial flapping flight (insect-like and bird-like). Birds have muscles attached to bones along the wing, used for 

flight and maneuvering. This makes them heavy and relatively less efficient (in terms of specific power). On the 

other hand, insects possess an exoskeleton: all actuation is carried out at the wing root and, consequently, the 

wing structure is very light, generally accounting for ~1% of the insect’s weight. This makes insect flight very 

attractive as a model, while also satisfying all the other requirements of the flight envelope identified above 

(especially hover) for the micro air vehicles (MAVs) [1-2]. Hence, the insects have been evolved and perfected 

their flight, making them the most agile and maneuverable creatures for their size today. Many researchers 

attempt to mimic these characteristics of the insect flight, and construct a small flying robot or MAVs for 

performing the special missions [2-9]. However, the relationships need to be clarified as to how the complex 

shapes and elastic deformation can obtain a good condition for flight.  

It is conceived, that flying insects acquire lift through interaction with the vortex around the wing 

boundary generated by flapping [10], and therefore, many researchers have recently studied this mechanism by 

way of the experimental and numerical analysis up to now [5-12]. Especially, this flow around moving elastic 

body is treated as the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems as imaginary illustrated in Fig. 1-1. There are a 

variety of the phenomena with FSI applications in many areas, such as analysis of aneurysms in large arteries, 

stability analysis of the aircraft wings, turbo-machinery design, design of the bridges, and so on. Hence, this is a 

new challenge in the fluid engineering field to clearly understand the phenomena of deforming structure largely 

and complexly associated a flow field characteristic. In this research, the relationships between the wing’s 

flexibilities and thrust-production will be studied to understand its mechanisms, and to be significant for the 

applications. 



2 

 

Presently, other researchers have investigated the way in which flexibility affects the aerodynamics of 

flapping wing of airfoil [13] and the flapping root’s wing [14-16]. Both have been studied by the experiments 

only in large wing [17-21], and 2D-simulation [22-24]. However, this information can also be used for solving 

the fluid-structure coupled problems, needed for the engineering design of the ornithopters as shown in Fig. 1-2. 

Figure 1-2(a) shows the actual wing designed and CFD wing modelling, which was used for studying about the 

relationships of an aeroelastic coupling in flapping wing system [25]. They also applied the small sensors for 

controlling the wing’s deformation as well as the active control the flow field around the flapping elastic wings. 

Figure 1-2(b) shows the different wing constructions, which was used for determination of its effects to the 

aeroelastic characteristics by experimentation [26]. And also, the aeroelastic of the flapping wing has been 

investigated by experimentation [18, 19]. Many researchers have studied about the aeroelatic in the flapping 

wing system by experiment as well, because the wing systems have been large structures. Thus, it is easy to 

measure the aerodynamic force at a large scale.  However, for the small wing system, difficulties arise when 

attempting to measure the small forces acting on the wing surface as illustrated in Fig. 1-1 before. In particular, 

these problems become even more difficult and highly complex, when the deformation of the elastic body by a 

fluid is introduced and flow field varies with the moving body. Also, the effects of a wing’s twisting stiffness on 

the generated thrust force and the power required at different flapping frequencies has been investigated 

experimentally using the model of ornithopter as shown in Fig. 1-2(c).  

 

 

Fig. 1-2 Flapping wings of flying robots or MAVs, (a) Aeroelastic coupling in flapping wing, (b) Effects of 

different wing constructions, (c) Aroelastic investigation by experiment  
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However, it has not been fully solved. Recently, flow field around a flapping rigid wing has been 

investigated, which is one of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) applications as mentioned before. In previous 

works, a flow field around the flapping rigid wings through numerical analysis has been performed. In this work, 

one-way coupled analysis was employed for considering the moving boundary problems, in which the elastic 

deformation is expressed by a function [12]. In the case of the flapping rigid wing or small deformation, the way 

of giving a structural deforming functions have performed the wing deformation accurately. On the other hand, 

other researchers proposed the method of the finite element model to consider the structural deformations, in the 

cases of small deformation mostly [27-29]. However, in the case of a large and complex deformation, it could 

not be probably resolved by the functions. Hence, we have been going to resolve this structural problem with the 

finite element method (FEM). 

  Actually, to determine an ideal elastic deformation of the wings, there are many ways to make these 

wings, such as varying material properties, wing flexibility, wing configurations, wing structures due to some 

ribs, and so on. For the flapping flight, note that flapping wings are not limited to a fixed wing kinematic motion, 

but instead can change their wing’s kinematic motion to gain the most advantageous geometry when 

maneuvering or transitioning from one flight mode to other [30]. The flapping robot does not have as any degree 

of freedom as natural flyers [19]. Rather, for the small wing structures, it has been impossible to control the 

wing’s kinematic motion. Then, a good structural designing of the wings for itself deformation has proven to be 

a better way. Moreover, the relationships between the kinematics of deformation of the flexible fin and the 

surrounding unsteady flow have been studied [31]. 

In this thesis, the new simple way of how to predict the domination of the elastic deformation on 

production of driving force (thrust) is established, in which wing deformation is in the design of a wing. Hence, 

there is a need to design an efficient wing to achieve higher performance. Although the analysis approach for a 

flapping elastic wing is reasonably fluid-structure coupled problems related to the wing’s material properties, 

realistic conditions, and coupling method. Presently, these analysis methods need improved criteria for solving 

those problems. The performance of the wings is critically dependent on the wing’s characteristics and 

deformation. Specially, the new simple way of prediction has been proposed which is named DRR’s principle. It 

is seemed to be a good way to predict their effects. However, it has to be modified to be satisfied in many area 

applications, and given the explanations how DRR can predict the thrust-production of the wings with the elastic 

deformation effects.  

 The present investigations about the flapping wing and their aerodynamic characteristics are to tackle 

fluid engineering FSI applications involving lightweight structure. Right from the start it was clear that highly 

advanced solvers for both CFD and CSD are required for this purpose, i.e., a finite-element solver for shell and 

membranes [32].  In particular, the calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics in separated flows is a fairly 

complicated problem [33]. And, it has been reported that high lift force of an airfoil can be controlled by the 

flow separation over deflect trailing edge flaps [34]. It seems that DRR’s principle has been similar with the 

other researches. 

   

1.2 Problem formulations 

As mentioned in introduction, the object of the present investigation is to explain the phenomena of the 

aerodynamic characteristics of flapping wing at low Reynolds numbers. Many researches have been studied 

about these phenomena [35-46]. The need for the study arises due to no good new way for predicting the elastic 

deformation effect to the thrust force. DRR’s principle has to be developed for this. The numerical techniques 

have been taken up for more realistic analysis since the flow phenomena is complex due to elastic deformation. 

An aerodynamic analysis is required to understand the flow phenomena and incorporate design changes without 

conducting simulation test. Methods which exist to analyse airfoils are potential method, IBM method Morphing 

[47, 48].  All these methods have limitations. Potential methods are purely inviscid whereas IBM (remeshing) 

method limited to boundary layer assumptions. So complete Navier-Stokes equation method is more general 
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which includes all the terms and hence can be used to analyse complex geometry, complex flow field such as 

massive separation and unsteady flows.  

Recently, it has not had a good way for predicting the thrust generated by an elastic deformation. To be 

useful for fluid engineering, I have proposed the new way for do that, which is named the principle of the 

deformation region ratio (DRR). Actually, the research aim is to study the order magnitude of the wing’s 

deformation effects to increasing dynamic thrust, which is compared with flapping rigid wings and original 

wing shape. Because of the shape of flapping elastic wing can be changed by flexibility and flapping motion, 

hence it causes to the thrust produce of the wings either. Most of the designing the wings have not been 

considered that the elastic deformation effects can improve the wing efficiency by itself deformation. 

 

1.3 Research purpose 

 In order to predict the elastic deformation effects to thrust-production on the wings, two different 

approaches have been proposed in this work as follows. 

One is the prediction of thrust-production using FSI simulation, which is one-way simulation with 

FEM simulation in structural analysis. Second, simple predicting method based on the characteristic effects of 

the elastic deformations, DRR’s principle has been proposed to be advantages for considering those deformation 

effects. Since, it is found that dynamic DRR has been similar tendency with dynamic thrust. However, they have 

been different in their amplitude and phase. Hence, to develop DRR model, the reasons of its difference have to 

be explained following objectives are below: 

 The aims of these research purposes are to explain why the amplitude and phase of DRR have been 

different with CT, and to find how DRR can predict CT. In addition, I would like to clarify how the wing’s 

flexibility affects to thrust-production using simple predicting method of newly DRR’s principle.  

 Especially, the research purposes have mainly two issues on which have been carried out as being 

explanatory and predictive. First, it is to analyse why the relationships, patterns and links between DRR variable 

and thrust coefficient have occurred. Second, it is to develop a mathematic model of DRR that predicts the 

likely the thrust coefficient.  
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CHAPTER II 

Theory and Methodology 

 

In order to address the technical challenges associated with successful the micro aerial vehicles 

(MAVs) development as Fig. 2-1(a) [18-20], designers are looking to biological flight for inspiration. Successful 

development of these biomimetic MAV concepts will require significant advancements in the fundamental 

understanding of the unsteady aerodynamics of low Reynolds number fliers and associated fluid-structure 

interactions as Fig. 2-1(b). The inherent flexibility in the structural design of lightweight MAVs and the 

exploitation of that flexibility creates strong coupling between the unsteady fluid dynamics and the airframe 

structural response giving rise to tightly integrated, multidisciplinary physics. Conventional simplified analytical 

techniques and empirical design methods, although attractive for their efficiency, may have limited applicability 

for these complicated, multidisciplinary design problems. Critical insight into the highly complex, coupled 

MAV physics calls for the exploitation of advanced multidisciplinary computational techniques. Beside 

experimental investigation, numerical simulations have been better approach for solving this kind of problem. 

However, both (Fluid and Structure) fields have been considered following details below.  

 

Fig.2-1 Fluid structure coupled problems, (a) MAV application, (b) Overlap between fluid and structure 

 

2.1 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

 2.1.1 Governing equation for FVM 

The present study is the global analysis of the flow past 3-D flapping wing at low Reynolds number 

region using Navier-Stokes equations. Its analysis is confined to viscid flow for the boundary conditions. For 

analysis of the flow phenomena, a flow over both the flapping rigid and flexible wing is considered. The 

governing equations and assumptions are the unsteady flow, three-dimensional incompressible and turbulent 

flow. Hence, the continuity and Navier-Stokes equation [49] can be given as: 
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Here, u  is the velocity, p is the pressure,  is the density of air, and  is the viscosity. 
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 2.1.2 Discretization 

 The discretization of this wing model is based on a three-dimensional finite-volume method (FVM) 

which is used to discretize the governing Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2).The discretization is done on a curvilinear, block-

structured body-fitted grid with collocated variable arrangement by applying standard schemes. A midpoint rule 

approximation of second-order accuracy is used for the discretization of the surface and volume integrals. 

Furthermore, the flow variables are linearly interpolated to the cell faces leading to a second-order accurate 

central scheme. In order to ensure the coupling of pressure and velocity fields on non-staggered grids, the 

momentum interpolation technique is used. 

 

 2.1.3 Turbulent model of SST k- 

In a turbulent flow, due to the flow behaviours around the flapping robot are the turbulent flows, 

therefore a turbulent modelling is considered also. The turbulent flows are characterized by fluctuating velocity 

fields which these fluctuations mix transported quantities. Instead, the instantaneous (exact) governing equations 

can be time-averaged in a modified set of equations that are computationally less expensive to solve. However, 

the modified equations contain additional unknown variables, and turbulent models are needed to determine 

these variables in the terms of know quantities. In this simulation model, Shear-Stress transport (SST) k  

model [50-52] was chosen, because the k model can predict a characteristic behaviour well in the boundary 

layer on the wings. The transport equations for SST k model are the turbulence kinetic energy ( k ) and 

specific dissipation rate ( ), which are given as:   

 The turbulence kinetic energy ( k ): 
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The specific dissipation rate ( ): 
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In Eqs. (2-3) and (2-4), kG   represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity 

gradients. G represents the generation of specific dissipation rate. k  and   represent the effective 

diffusivity of k  and , respectively. kY  and Y  represent the dissipation of k  and   due to turbulence. Sk 

and S are user defined source terms. All of the above terms are calculated as described in reference [50].  

 

 2.1.4 Dynamic mesh method 

 Although systems for physically based fluid animation have developed rapidly in recent year and can 

now reliably generate production-quality results, they still have some limitations. Simulation domains can 

change substantially from step to step because of deforming boundaries, moving obstacles, and evolving fluid 

motion. For the flapping wing model, it is treaded as moving boundary problem. So, dynamic mesh method is 

provided for solving this kind of problem in FLUENT solver. In deforming fluid zone, only tetrahedral cells of 

the elements can be applied to the dynamic mesh model. The remeshing method is used for generate the new 

mesh which can decrease or add the number of elements. 
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2.2 Computational structural dynamic (CSD) 

 Actually, a structural analysis is a key part of the engineering design of structures or structural 

engineering. It is to determine of the effects of loads on physical structures and their components. In addition, it 

incorporates the field of applied mechanics, materials science and applied mathematics to compute a structure’s 

deformations, internal forces, stresses, support reactions, accelerations, and stability. The results of the analysis 

are used to verify a structure’s fitness for use, often saving physical tests [32, 53].  In order to compute the 

wing’s deformations, CSD method is achieved, which the solutions are derived from the equations of linear 

elasticity. The equations of elasticity are system of 15 partial differential equations. Due to the nature of the 

mathematics involved, analytical solutions may only be produced for relatively simple geometries. Hence, the 

wing’s deformations are large and complex. It might be impossible to estimate by making a function of elastic 

deformation. For complex geometries, a numerical solution method such as the finite element method (FEM) is 

necessary. This way is employed for obtaining the wing’s deformation.  

In this section, the structural analysis is described to determine an elastic deformation of the wing 

structures due to the wing’s flexibilities, which is the way of the rib-wing structures. Three types of the wing 

structure were varied for modelling as shown in Fig. 2-2. The elastic deformations were obtained for different 

wing structures and materials, and we show how the elastic deformation and inertial flapping forces affect the 

dynamical behaviours of the flapping wings. 

 

2.2.1 Governing equation for FEM 

When the flapping elastic wing is working, it is treated as a transient structural problem. To determine 

the time-varying displacements, strain or internal forces, we have also concerned over the structural behaviours 

of the flapping elastic wing under an inertia force. Based on the continuum mechanics assumption the dynamic 

equilibrium of the structure is described by the momentum equation given in a Lagrangian frame of reference 

(see section 3.2.5 in Fig. 3-11(a)). Allowing large deformations, where geometrical non-linearities are not 

negligible the following boundary value problem has to be considered, which can be given as: 

 

       )()(][)(][)(][ tRtuKtuCtuM                               (2-5)   

where )}({ tR  is a vector containing the aerodynamic forces associated with the aerodynamic loads, and )(tu , 

 )(tu , and  )(tu  are the acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors of the finite element assembly, 

respectively. These governing equations are solved by the discretization method being the finite element method 

(FEM) [54]. 

 

 

Fig. 2-2 Wing structures for structural analysis, (a) A-Type, (b) B-Type, (c) C-Type 
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2.3 Fluids-Structure Interaction (FSI) Simulation 

  In fluid and structure dynamic analysis, for a moving boundary problem, as one-way coupled method, 

the boundary motion was obtained by user of defined function (UDF). It was able to perform the boundary 

motion of rigid structure or small deformation structure, but this way is impossible to solve the large and 

complex structural deformations. For the moving boundary problems in two-way FSI analysis, the boundary is 

moved by momentum transfers across the interface between fluid and structure domains as shown in Fig. 2-3. In 

particular, fluid boundary moving depends on the structural deformation. The structural deformation can be 

defined by the finite element analysis (FEA). As well known in Structural engineering field, the finite element 

method (FEM) can be employed to obtain the solution accurately. After that, the communication data is 

controlled by the coupling method, which is explained in next topic. 

 

 2.3.1 Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation 

Within a FSI application the fluid forces acting on the structure lead to the displacement or deformation of the 

structure. Thus the computational domain is no longer fixed but changes in time, which has to be taken into 

account. Besides other numerical techniques, the most popular one is the so-called Arbitrary Lagrangian–

Eulerian (ALE) formulation. Here the conservation equations for mass and momentum, which are to be solved 

based on a finite-volume scheme, are re-formulated for a temporally varying domain, i.e., control volumes (CV) 

with time-dependent volumes V(t) and surfaces S(t). Hence the governing equations in ALE formulation 

expressing the conservation of mass and momentum read as referenced paper [32] 

                         

Fig. 2-3 Schematic of fluid-structure coupling for FSI simulation 

 

The focus of the study is the analysis of aero science issues associated with a flexible membrane wing, 

using numerical simulation. The specific case to be considered corresponds to the experiments of butterfly robot 

[1] where flow visualizations as well as PIV measurements have been carried out for a simple membrane wing. 

The FSI approach [2] is employed to compute the turbulent flow field present in the experiments of butterfly 

robot. The FSI approach exploits the properties of a well validated, robust, fourth-order Navier-Stokrs solver 

[50-54]. This aerodynamic solver is coupled with a three-dimensional finite element rib-wing structural model 

suitable for the highly nonlinear structural response associated with a flexible wing frame.   
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2.3.2 Coupling method 

In this method, we used the decoupled solver with the governing equations of the structural and fluid 

region independently. We perform a coupling simulation transferring on the fluid structure interface by using 

ANSYS 13.0 and ANSYS-CFX 13.0. The phenomena on the fluid, structural, and their interface region 

adequately are needed to keep convergence using iterative calculation because of strong interaction between the 

fluid and structural region. Maximum number of iterations of 10 each and 110
-4

 of convergence criterion on 

the fluid and structure solutions are defined. The transferred loading data are relaxed and calculated iteratively, 

and then a simulation in one step finishes. Moreover, due to independent data of fluid and structural region, the 

numerical error has occurred frequently. In the present paper, the 110
-3

 of convergence criterion employed the 

integral interpolations on the fluid structure interface is defined. The convergence solutions of last step in 

iterative calculation is determined the solution of this time step. In Fig. 2-4, the procedures of calculation 

following this are: 

A: Structural solution has been solved. Maximum number of iterations of 250 and 5x10
-4

 of force 

convergence criterion are defined. 

B: Then, mesh deformation has been calculated receiving from structural analysis on the interface 

boundary. Convergence criterion for mesh displacement of 510
-6

 m and 100 max-iterations are defined. 

C: After update nodal position on the wing surface, fluid solution is solved by using the new boundary 

condition on the interface between fluid domain and structural domain.  

D: Finally, from the solution of pressure profile on the wing, it is interpolated into nodal force for new 

condition on structural analysis. Herein, this is only one loop, which it depends on the interface load 

convergence scheme. 

  

 

 

Fig. 2-4 Flowchart of coupling method for FSI simulation 
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2.3.4 Interface load convergence 

For the solution control in external coupling, it can be controlled by two criterions. One is the 

maximum iteration of coupling step control, and the second is due to the under relaxation factor and 

convergence target. The under relaxation factor of 0.75 and convergence target of 0.001 are defined. In addition, 

13 loops coupling for load transfer is also defined, because it has been a good increment of force acting on 

structure, and optimizing CPU time. The load increment effects were demonstrated by varying under relaxation 

factor as shown in Fig. 2-5. These plots show the convergence for each quantity which is part of the data 

exchanged between the fluid (CFX) and structural (ANSYS) solvers. 

                                 

Fig. 2-5 Interface load convergence for FSI simulation 

 

There will always be two plots: ANSYS Interface Loads (Structural) and ANSYS Interface loads 

(Thermal). The structural plot contains convergence information on forces and displacements, and the thermal 

plot contains information on temperature and heat flows/fluxes. For each variable (each x-, y-, and z-component 

of the load is a separate variable), the convergence norm for the data transferred across the interface is given by: 
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                     (2-6) 

where  represents the L2 norm of the transferred load, oldu is the load component transferred at the last 

stagger iteration, newu  is the load component transferred at this stagger iteration, and the sum is over all the 

individual load component values transferred (at different points in space). Each quantity is considered to be 

converged when  < min, where min 
is the convergence target for that quantity set in CFX-Pre or directly by 

the multi-field commands in the ANSYS input file (MFC0 command). Convergence of each quantity transferred 

across the interface is reported as e , where: 

  
)/10log(

)/log(
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e

                      (2-7)

 

and this is the quantity plotted on the ANSYS Interface plots. This implies that each quantity has converged 

when the reported convergence reaches a negative value. In general, the ANSYS Interface Loads (Structural) 
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plot will contain six lines, corresponding to three force components (FX, FY, and FZ) and three displacements 

(UX, UY, and UZ). The x-axis of the plot corresponds to the cumulative number of stagger iterations (coupling 

iterations) and there are several of these for every time step. A “spiky” plot is expected as the quantities will not 

be converged at the start of a time step.  

 

2.4 Lift and Drag calculation 

The lift force is the force generated perpendicular to the direction of flight for an object moving 

through a fluid (air). The drag force is the resistance offered by a body that is equal to the force exerted by the 

flow on the body at equilibrium condition [37]. The drag force arises from two different sources. One is from 

the pressure (p) acting in the flow direction on the surface of the body (form drag) and the second is due to the 

force caused by friction [41]. In general, the lift and drag force is characterized by a lift and drag coefficient, 

defined as: 
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                    (2-8) 

where L and D is the lift and drag force respectively, Awing is the wing’s planform area, Af is the frontal area in 

the flow direction and the subscript a indicates the free stream value. The lift coefficient may be described as the 

ratio of lift force to dynamic pressure. For the drag force D, it contains the contributions from both the influence 

of pressure and friction, so which can be written by: 

fricpress DDD                        (2-9) 

where Dpress is the pressure drag force and Dfric is the friction drag force in the flow direction. The pressure drag, 

or form drag, is calculated from the nodal pressure values. 

 

Fig.2-6 Schematic of calculation of pressure surface 

 

For a two-dimensional problem, the solid wall may be a curve or a line and the boundary elements on 

the solid wall are one-dimensional with two nodes if linear elements are used. The pressure may be averaged 

over each one dimensional element to calculate the average pressure over the boundary element. It this average 

pressure is multiplied by the length of the element, the normal pressure acting on the boundary element is 

obtained. If the pressure force is multiplied by the direction cosine in the flow direction, we obtain the local 

pressure drag force in the flow direction. Integration of these forces over the solid boundary gives the drag force 

due to the pressure Dpress. The viscous drag force Dfric is calculated by integrating the viscous traction in the flow 

direction, over the surface area. The relation for the total drag force in X-direction may be written for a two-

dimensional case, which can be computed as: 
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where A is components of the surface normal n as shown in Fig. 2-6.  

 

2.5 Vortex theory 

 A vortex can be any circular or rotary flow. Perhaps unexpectedly, not all vortices possess vorticity. 

Vorticity is a mathematical concept used in fluid dynamics. It can be related to the amount of "circulation" or 

"rotation" in a fluid. In fluid dynamics, vorticity is the circulation per unit area at a point in the flow field. It is a 

vector quantity, whose direction is (roughly speaking) along the axis of the swirl [50]. Mathematically, vorticity 

(


) is defined as the curl of the fluid velocity u


 , which can be expressed as: 

 u


 .                     (2-11) 

 

 2.5.1 The vorticity equation 

 Starting with the Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. (2-2), we can derive equations for the time-dependent 

vorticity, which can be written as: 
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Also, in scalar form, the vorticity components are given as: 
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So, the vorticity magnitude can be computed by: 

  222

zyx                      (2-14) 

In SI unit, it unit is [s^-1]. Especially, one way to visualize vorticity, instantaneous vorticity (rest of the flow 

removed) particle would be rotating, rather than just moving with the flow (vorticity). Thus, finite volume in the 

flow is deformed which indicate a change in shape and/or size of the volume from initial or undefromed 

configuration to a current or deformed configuration.  

 

2.6 Velocity vector and strain rate tensor 

 For incompressible flow, all three-dimensional flow topology can be classified in terms of the second 

and third invariant (see in Appendix D.4). To describe how fast the velocity gradient changes, the second 

invariant, Q, of the velocity gradient is can illustrate, which is defined as: 
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CHAPTER III 

Deformational Displacement 

 This chapter deals with the wing’s kinematic effects to the flow field around the wings and their 

aerodynamics. In order to evaluate the deformation effects, hence these results on flapping rigid wing should be 

clarified first. After that, it will be used to be compared with the flapping elastic wing’s results.    

 

3.1 Flapping robot’s wing  

 3.1.1 Flapping wing’s characteristics 

The both flapping rigid wing used in the fluid dynamic analysis and the flapping elastic wing used in 

the structural analysis, are same dimension with a real flying robot wing in experiment. The wing structures are 

defined as having the main spars and membrane part, which the main spar is the carbon rod material and the 

membrane is the paper material as shown in Fig. 3-1(a). The haft wingspan (R) and chord length(c) are 120 and 

80 cm, respectively. 

 

Fig.3-1 Wing’s characteristics, (a) Wing structures, (b) Wing’s motion 

 

3.1.2. Kinematic motion of flapping robot’s wing 

For the kinematics equation of flapping robot’s wings, which is referred form real motion in 

experiment. It has been similarly the sinusoidal oscillations as shown in Fig. 3-1(b). It is probably the most 

common form of periodic oscillation found in real life biological locomotion [56]. The time-dependent flapping 

angle and angular velocity are defined as [12]:  

00, ))(2sin(][    ttfAxflap                    (3-1) 

))(2cos(][ 0,    ttfAxflap                      (3-2) 

where, A and A are the flapping angle and angular velocity amplitude (20 degree), f  is the flapping 

frequency (about 10 Hz), 0t  is the initial time of flapping (about 0.01128 sec.),  and  are the phase 

difference of angular velocity( rad), and 0  is the initial angular position (about 12.4 degree). The flapping 

angle is defined for boundary conditions both of fluid modelling and structural modelling. In the fluid modelling, 

the wall boundary condition was defined as moving boundary condition with this motion. Also, in the structural 

modelling, the support condition is defined as being the remote displacement as Eq. 3-1. In this class of 

methodology, the flow field around the flapping rigid wing is performed with FLUENT 6.3, and the user define 

functions (UDFs) code is used for solving the wing’s motion in CFD simulation. 
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3.1.3 Moving boundary problem 

Most problems of fluid dynamic are a fixed boundary condition. Fluid engineering concerns a flow 

field (pressure or velocity distribution) or its flow rate over fluid domain analysis. When simulating flows in 

which the geometry under consideration is moving with time, the generated mesh will need to change to allow 

for the alteration in the shape of the computational domain. This can be achieved by remeshing the entire 

domain (as mentioned section 2.1.4) at each time step [57].  Hence, the flow field around moving elastic body 

[58] has attracted significantly. It is treated as a coupled problem of a fluid and structure. Recently, many fluid-

structure coupled problems have been performed through experimental and numerical analysis. For example, 

one-way coupled analysis considering a small deformation and coupled analysis, in which the elastic 

deformation is expressed by a function, have been performed [58, 59]. Since, it has been more complicated to 

clarify the flow phenomena and characteristics of generating dynamic forces. Firstly, simple model of flapping 

rigid wings immerged in air flow is further illustrated for considering vortex flow structure and producing lift 

and drag force. Moreover, in hovering flight, thrust-production can be considered by drag force which is equal 

to the opposite direction of the thrust force as shown in Fig.3-2. 

 

Fig.3-2 Angle of Attack defined in Flow Analysis 

 

 3.1.4 Rigid flapping wing modeling for CFD modeling 

Firstly, in order to determine what the main effect is in obtaining the thrust force by varying the angles 

of attack and wing’s deformations, hence the vortex structures and unsteady aerodynamic characteristic were 

considered with varying the angles of attack as 0, 5, 10 and 15 degree. The fluid analysis domain and boundary 

conditions are shown in Fig. 3-3(a), which is the front, the back, the span length, and the length in vertical 

direction are given to 2c, 5c, 3c, and 2c, respectively. In simulation, the dynamic mesh method is provided for 

solving a moving boundary problem. The most popular method for large moving boundary problem is the so-

called remeshing method. Due to only tetrahedral cells is needed for this method only, so the mesh at near wing 

zone is constructed for the deforming fluid zone as shown in Fig. 3-3(b). On the other hand, out of deforming 

fluid zone is the stationary fluid zone which the mesh does not change for all the times. 

 

3.1.4.1 Initial and boundary conditions 

For initial condition, the flapping angle of the wing is specified as 0.0 degree, and after that it is time-

dependent of the flapping motion as Eq. 3-1. The inlet velocity condition of 1.5 m/s was defined for the 

boundary condition, which referred from the real experimental measurement. In experiment, this flying robot 

can fly as flight speed from about 1.0 to 2.0 m/s. It is low Reynolds number about 8,000, based on the robot’s 

specifications and flight characteristics. For remeshing new mesh in fluid domain, time-step size should be 

smaller than 110
-4

 [s] enough. In particular, the time-step size depends on the mesh sizing and flapping 

frequency. In addition, to capture the formation of the vortex structure from the wing’s leading-edge to behind 

the wing, thus the flapping cycle should be set more than 6 cycles. Although these are a good condition for the 

simulation, but it has still been a long time calculation which is about two months.  Also, all the conditions are 

defined for fluid analysis as summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 2 summarized Specification of the machine performance for calculations. The completion of the 

simulation also depends on the specification of simulation computer. Especially the parallel calculation method 

was used for this model completed in two months.  

 

 

 

Fig.3-3 Fluid analysis domain, (a) Boundary conditions, (b) Computational grid around the flapping rigid wing 

(for moving boundary condition) 

 

Table 1 The conditions in CFD for flapping rigid wing  

Fluid Air Inlet 1.5 [m/s] 

Mesh Hexa &Tetra Outlet 0 [Pa] 

Element number 3,000,000 Wall Symmetry 

Turbulence SST k-w Angle of attack [deg] 0, 5, 10, 15 

Re 8000 Solution convergence 110
-4 

Iteration 15 Time step 110
-4

 [s] 

Flapping cycle 6 Cal. time Two months 

 

Table 2 Specification of the machine performance for calculations  

   PC High Performance Computer (HPC) 

   OS Linux RadHat HLWS 5.586 

   CPU Xeon 2.66 GHz 4core  2 (Quad) 

   Memory 24 GB 

   HDD 3 TB 

   Parallel calculation 8 CPUs 
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  3.1.5 Results and Discussion 

 Recently, many researches have studied about the relationships between momentum changing of fluid 

flow over immerged body and the generating dynamic forces [53, 60]. This is just one way of the explanation 

the flow phenomena in fluid dynamics. Description of flow phenomena is explained using variables of fluid 

flow theory (pressure, velocity). Hence, vortex dynamics is not much more complicated to explain.  

 Nakata et al. (2011) have studied about aerodynamic performance of hovering flight with flexible and 

rigid wings. They have found that similar vortex structures and wake patterns are observed in both flexible and 

rigid wings as shown in Fig. 3-4(a) and 3-4(b) respectively. This is the velocity vectors and contour are 

visualized at a cutting plane located at 1.5cm away from wing base; and iso-vorticity surfaces (gray) with a 

magnitude of 1.5 are superimposed in a perspective view [32]. On the other hand, they reported that 

aerodynamic force acting on the flexible wing has been different with the rigid wing. Hence, the relationship 

between the flow structure and the force-production has not been clarified fully yet. In addition, vorticity is 

important in many areas of fluid dynamics, such as approximation the lift distribution over a finite wing by a 

semi-finite trailing vortex behind it. Hence, I want to consider a vortex structure for predicting the dynamic 

forces affected by the elastic deformation firstly. Mathematically, vorticity is defined as the curl of the fluid 

velocity. It can be related to the amount of circulation or rotation in a fluid flow. Otherwise, it is the circulation 

per unit area at a point in the flow field. Therefore, the location of the circulation related with the position of 

flapping motion will be clarified first, and then their relation with the drag and lift force will be described either.  

 

Fig. 3-4 Near- and far-field vortex structure at down-stroke, (a) flexible wing, (b) rigid wing 
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3.1.5.1 Vortex structure around flapping rigid wing 

The flow field around the flapping rigid wings has been captured as a long the flapping motion. Four 

critical points selected which are bottom- and top-dead point at (A) and (C), and zero angular velocity at (B) and 

(C) respectively as shown in Fig. 3-5. Therefore, the vortex structure varied with the flapping wing positions 

was explained by the vorticity contours as shown in Fig. 3-6. This is the iso-surface vorticity of 160 1/s around 

flapping rigid wing varying, which the wing positions following this are: the top-dead point, moving down-

center point, bottom-dead point, and moving up-center point, as shown in Figs. 3-6(a) – 3-6(d), respectively. It 

has been found, that the high velocities occur at tip-wing and trailing edge, because these positions had the high 

momentum transfer from the edge of the wing to the wake structure behind the wings. Moreover, the vorticity 

were largest behind tailing edge and near tip-wings, because difference between velocity gradient in X and Y 

axis, has been large and growth up from body to tip-wings. The vortices behind the wings are generated by 

flapping wings, which it could be indicated the behaviours of rotation fluid flow. 

 

Fig.3-5 Computational grid and Boundary conditions in Structural modeling 

 

Fig. 3-6 Vorticity around flapping rigid wing varying the wing positions, (a) Bottom-dead point, (b) Moving 

down-center point, (c) Top-dead point, (d) Moving up-center point  
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 3.1.5.2 Wing’s aerodynamic characteristics and variations of angle of attack 

Furthermore, we also obtained the time-varying of the drag and lift coefficient as shown in Figs. 3-7(a) 

and 3-7(b) respectively. It shows that both drag and lift are similar tendency for other angles of attack. It is 

demonstrated, that the body attack angle was affected to increase drag coefficient very well, as shown in Fig. 3-

7(a). Otherwise, increasing angle of attack has been decreased the driving force for flapping flight, because that 

force is obtained by flapping motion and also itself deformation [20]. In addition, dynamic force depends on the 

flapping angle position. Hence, it is shown, that the unsteady drag force on the robot’s wings occurs, when it is 

flying by flapping. However, in the term of the lift coefficient, it increases lightly with increasing the attack 

angle. Also, it cases to make an average lift force in one period flapping motion increasing, as shown in Fig. 3-

7(b). This is a good point for flapping flight, because it able to keep the flying robot fly by generating lift force 

is more than payload weight. 

                            

Fig.3-7 Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics, (a) drag coefficient, (b) lift coefficient 

 

On flapping rigid wing analysis, it is shown that wing kinematic (flapping angle, angular velocity, 

angular acceleration) average flapping effects, Top-dead point, Bottom-dead point, Up-stroke, Down-stroke. 

Flapping velocity is zero at both top- and bottom-dead point. Hence, lift and thrust are not generated by flapping 

motion. Only it happens with the flapping rigid wings. However, for the flapping elastic wing has not been 

solved yet, because the simple flapping wing model has been able to capture for large and complex deformation. 

Hence, wing’s deformation behaviours should be clarified first. I expected that structural analysis would be 

useful for fluid engineering for considering the elastic deformation effects to obtaining dynamic force. 
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3.2 Wing modelling for FEM simulation 

 3.2.1 Wing modelling in structural analysis 

In this section, the structural analysis is described to determine an ideal elastic deformation of the wing 

structures due to some ribs. And also, to understand the mechanisms of wing deformation, the wing models 

would be varied. Four case studies of the wing structures are varied for modelling as shown in Fig. 3-8. The 

elastic deformations were obtained for different wing structures and materials, and we show how the elastic 

deformation and inertial flapping forces affect the dynamical behaviour of the flapping wings. 

 

Fig. 3-8 Wing structures for structural analysis, (a) A-Type, (b) B-Type, (c) C-Type, (d) D-Type 

   

In structural analysis, nonlinear structural dynamics problems related to the field of flapping flight have 

been investigating in the wing’s flexibility analysis up to now [61]. In this study, the flexible wings used in the 

nonlinear elastic model are also varied with Young’s modulus and density in three cases as shown in Table 3. 

Due to the true material properties used to constructing the wing structure is not measured, hence it is defined by 

referring with the material property region of the carbon rod and paper [18, 28].  For structural modelling, the 

wing structure is defined as having two parts, which are the wing frame and membrane part. The wing frame is 

the carbon rod material and membrane is the paper material. The flapping wing motion is specified at the 

support by Eq.3-1. The computational grid of structural analysis domain is demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3-9(a). 

The initial and boundary conditions in structural analysis are defined as shown in Table. 3. 

 

3.2.2 Contact problem in structural analysis 

 Due to the wing consists form two parts, the contact problem is considered. The bonded contact is 

defined between main wing frame and membrane. In addition, the circular rod of wing frame is simplified as the 

square rod based on similar second moment of area on rod’s cross-second area as shown in Fig.3-9(b).  

 

 3.2.3 Initial and boundary condition in structural analysis 

 For all structural cases, the initial condition of zero velocity and acceleration is defined by damping 

function (see in Appendix B-1). Based on the continuum mechanics assumption, the dynamic equilibrium of the 

structure is described by the momentum equation given in a Lagrangian frame of reference (see in Chapter 2). 

Allowing large deformations, which geometrical non-linearities are not neglible the following boundary value 

problem, has to be considered [32]. Also, the boundary conditions defined are summarized as shown in Table 4.    
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3.2.4 Variations of the rib-wing position 

 There are many parameters affected to the wing’s flexibility. One parameter is the rib-wing structures, 

which it has not been considered fully yet for defining the good wing’s deformations. Some researchers have 

focused for developing the sensors mainly [62, 63]. Based on the hypothesis that if the rib-wing is placed as 

different position along the wingspan direction. Thus, the maximum deformation at the trailing edge can be 

specified by the deformation in chord direction at the end of the wing. Fig.3-10 shows the variations of the rib-

wing located with the main wing frame, the imaginary of the wing’s deformation on the membrane part. One the 

end of the rib-wing is fixed with the rigid part of the wing frame, which x/c is 0.9375 (75 mm). And, opposite 

side of the end of the rib-wing is contacted with the elastic part of the wing frame, which the details are 

summarized as shown in Table 4. Also, the variations of the rib-wing positions are modelled, which the cases of 

simulations are summarized as shown in Table 5.   

The objects of these cases of simulations are to compare how different rib-wing locations affect the 

wing’s deformation, and to be useful for decision selecting the structural model in FSI simulation. Moreover, to 

optimize CPU-time requirement and solution convergence, the varying of structural models are modelled as 

shown in Table 6.  In typically, the structural deformation depends on the loading, materials, motion, and 

materialization. By FEM, the realistic structural deformations depend on the loading, flexibility, BC, meshing, 

and time step size. Hence these parameters will be varied in the structural simulations for considering their 

effects to the wing’s deformation characteristics. 

                                                       

 

Fig.3-9 Structural modeling, (a) Computational grid and Boundary conditions, (b) The contact condition 

  

Table 3 Material properties of wing structures 

Materials Sizing Young’s modulus, E [GPa] Density,  [kg/m
3
] Poison’s ratio, 

Carbon rod  =0.5, =0.44 133, 350, 533 1400, 1500, 1600 0.28 

Membrane (Paper) (t) =35, 70m. 0.8,1.0 600,300 0.3 

 

Table 4 Structural simulation conditions and wing’s flexibilities 

Structure Carbon Rod/ Paper Analysis Type Transient Structural 

Stiffness behavior Flexible Supports Remote Displacement 

Inertial gy=-9.806 m/s
2
 Node number 3 ~ 810

4 

Initial Velocity 0. m/s Time step, t [s] 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 110
-3

 [s] 

Flapping cycle 6 Cal. time 4 days 
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 Moreover, the results on the structural analysis will be useful for the fluid engineering in designing of a 

good elastic wing. Actually, many researches have designed the wing structure which includes the rib-wing only 

to remain the original wing shape and wing’s strength. However, appropriate deformation of the wing can better 

produce the thrust force.  

 

Fig.3-10 Models of the variations of rib-wing location 

 

Table 5 the models of the variations of the rib-wing positions  

Model A D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 

Half-wingspan, z [mm]  0 30 40 60 80 90 114 

Dimensionless wingspan, z/R 0 0.25 0.33 0.5 0.67 0.75 0.95 

Rib-wing length, L [mm] 0 81 85 96 110 117 136 

 

Table 6 Results of FEM simulation (6 cycles) 

Models Ec Ep Thickness 

[m] 

Node 

numbers 

Mesh sizing, 

 [mm] 

Time step, 

t [s] 

Cal. Time 

[Days] 

Deformation

, max [m] 

A (S-type) 533 1 70 3200 2 10
-3

 ~10
-7 

6 7 

A (S-type) 350 1 70 3200 2 10
-3

 ~10
-7 

7 9 

A (S-type) 133 1 70 3200 2 10
-3

 ~10
-7 

8 17 

B (S-type) 533 1 70 5500 2 0.0005 8 6.5 

C (S-type) 533 1 70 5600 2 0.0005 8 1.5 

D (S-type) 533 1 70 8000 2 0.0005 7 6 

A (C-type) 533 1 70 4500 2 10
-3

 ~10
-7 

6 7.1 

D6 (S-type) 533 0.8 35 50000 1.5 0.0001 12 24.5 

A (S-type) 533 0.8 35 28000 1.5 0.0001 14 25 

D2 (S-type) 133 1 35 80000 1 0.0001 32 35 
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3.2.5 Calculation of nodal displacement components 

 In FEM simulation, nodal data has stored as each node position. For Lagrangian view point, each node 

on moving body is referred from the origin of global coordinate system. Due to the motion of a flapping wing is 

assumed like a motion of continuum body, thus its position can be specified by the vector position components 

as shown in Fig. 3-11(a). Hence, deformed configuration depends on x, y and z position and time motion (t). In 

order to consider only the elastic deformation effects, the current configuration should be subtracted by 

undeformed wing (flapping rigid wing) at the same time either. Actually, nodal position is calculated from the 

changing of position referred from initial configuration as shown in Fig. 3-11(b). The nodal position (rE) is 

defined to be specified each node position as having three components (rE,x, rE,y , rE,z).  

 

 

Fig. 3-11 Imaginary of moving elastic wing, (a) Nodal displacement at node i due to flapping motion and wing’s 

deformation, (b) Nodal deformational components 
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Fig. 3-12 Current flapping rigid wing for calculation the deformational amounts 

 

Fig. 3-12 shows the current wing of the flapping rigid wing (left wing). In scalar form, the local node 

displacements can be calculated as: 
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where 0t

ir  is the initial displacement of each nodes. So, the displacement magnitude can be computed by: 
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3.2.6 Calculation of the deformational components () 

 In order to consider only changing of deformation, the deformation expression is defined by that nodal 

deformation is equal to the nodal elastic displacement subtracted with the nodal rigid displacement as shown in 

Fig. 3-13. The nodal rigid displacement is the function of the time-dependent flapping angle, flap(t), which is 

referred from the global origin point.    

 

 

Fig.3-13 Wing’s deformation based on flapping rigid wing 
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Physically, the total displacement consist from that the nodal positions change by flapping motion and the 

deformation caused by the flexibility. Moreover, the initial wing at current time is calculated as flapping rigid 

wing, and then the deformational components (x, y and z) can be written as: 

RE rr


                        (3-7) 

where 


 is the deformation amount, which is vector value, Er


 is elastic deformational displacement, and Rr


 is 

the rigid displacement based on flapping motion. 

Also, in scalar form, the deformational components are given as: 
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               (3-10) 

where rmd is the total mesh displacement from the point (A) to the point (B’), as can be seen in Fig. 3-11(a), ry 

and rz are the current nodal displacements referred from the global coordinate, dtot,z is the distance from global 

origin to the rotation axis (drot,z= 0.002 m is defined ) as shown in Fig. 3-13.   

So, the deformation magnitude of each node on the wing surface can be computed by: 

  222

zyx                       (3-11) 

To consider only the deformation effects on wing, the result from Eq. (3-11) has especially been one way to 

evaluate only deformation occurred, which the flapping motion does not affect to the nodal deformation. 

According to it is derived from Eq. (3-7), thus it means that is the different wing position between the flapping 

elastic wing and rigid wing. Most researches have used the wing displacement amount to consider the 

deformation effects on a flow structure and aerodynamic forces. Hence, it has been difficult to consider the main 

effect because of the physical amount of the displacement is dominated both the elastic deformation effect and 

the variables of the flapping wing motion such as flapping amplitude, flapping frequency or wing configuration. 

Therefore, the deformation amount is better variable for considering only the deformation effects. 
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3.3 The principle of DRR 

 For moving elastic body, to fine some parameter for descriptions the physical meaning of the 

deformation behaviors, hence we have defined the deformation region ration, which named DRR (indicated with 

displacement,), its unit is m
3
.  And also, it can consider as dimensionless parameter, which calculated by the 

ratio of volumetric deformation with the volume of the wing area moving. 

 

3.3.1 Physical meaning 

Volumetric deformation is closely related to the volume flow of the moving surface, since both 

quantities are proportional to the deformation area, iyA , , (in the case of flexible wing) and the deformation value, 

iy ,  , as shown in Fig. 3-14. DRR is equal to the summation of each deform region divided by the root wing 

surface moved. Therefore, by looking at the variation of during flight, it has been possible to determine how the 

elastic deformation will vary and in particular when it will reach its maximum value. This point of maximum 

dynamic thrust is often related to as max DRR multiply the different surface pressure. Especially, it has been a 

critical parameter to predict the thrust coefficient for considering wing efficiency. 

 

3.3.2 Definition of DRR 

 Volumetric deformation is defined by: 

 

  
i

iydeformyiADRR ,,                     (3-11) 

where: deformyiA ,  is the split deformation area on one side of wing surface, iy ,  is the deformational 

displacement which is calculated by Eq. 3-9.  

 

 

Fig.3-14 Calculation of DRR, (a) Deformation distribution for calculating DRR, (b) The split area each 

defamation value 
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Let’s DRRyi is the dimensionless area ratio, which is calculated by each deformational area to the wing 

surface as Eq. 3-11. The dimensionless deformation area is defined as: 

 

wing

deformyi

yi
A

A
DRR

,
                     (3-13) 

where deformyiA ,  is the each deformational area, and  wingA  is the original half-wing area.  Let’s consider all 

deformational area.  Now I will give very important definition as main definition of this section. The 

dimensionless deformation, which compared with wingspan (R) of three shapes, can be expressed as:  
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So, the total DRR over the wing surface deformation can be found as: 
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In general dimensionless DRR variable, it can be related with the characteristic of the wing surface (Awing). Thus, 

from Eq. 3-15, it can be reduced as general form as:  
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 Let’s note that this is a general definition which works in many different wing shapes. It works not only 

in square shape but also other shape. Moreover, it can be used with an infinite wing (2D analysis), by 

calculating the wing area and deformational area per unit wingspan.  For example, it is the analysis of 2D elastic 

aerofoil. The original half-wing surface for the very thin-membrane of the wing can be defined at the following 

assumption, S2Awing. In Fig. 3-14(a), each split area is defined as being yi of 1 mm. The blue area is  of 0 to 

1 mm, so y1,ave of 0.5 is used for calculating DDRy1 as shown in Figure 2-14(b). Hence, the accuracy of DRR 

calculated has depended with division of the deformation scale ( ). Moreover, the general expression of DRR 

can be applied to the other wing shape by using their wing surface like in Fig. 3-15. 

 

 

Fig.3-15 An original shape of half-wing area (Awing) of, (a) Square, (b) Rectangular, (c) Half-ellipse 
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3.3.3 Results and Discussion 

In this section, the FEM results are obtained from the structural analysis for some case studies. To start 

with the study of the deformation mechanisms of the wing’s deformations, which the symmetric problem is 

assumed, following these results is presented. The deformational mechanisms can be described by the wing’s 

surface displacements, and also the wing’s deformations, which calculated by subtracting of the total elastic 

displacement (rE) and the total rigid wing displacement (flapping rigid wing motion), are considered. Thus, the 

deformation results are further demonstrated as follows below.  

 

 3.3.3.1 Wing’s flexibility and positions  

From structural analysis results, three types of wing structures have selected for evaluating the 

deformations as shown in Fig. 3-16. The contours of the elastic deformations on the wing structures are plotted, 

in order to clearly show the elastic deformation variations. The key feature observed here is the presence of two 

regions of the deformations that rapidly change as the wing positions. The results demonstrated the 

deformations of A-, C- and D-Type wings at the top-dead and bottom-dead points, which Young’s modulus of 

the car bon  rod  of  133 MPa  as shown in Figs. 3-16(a) and 3-16(b), respectively. It shows that the elastic 

deformation strongly depends on the positions of flapping angles. Besides, the elastic deformations depend on 

the structural flexibility (E) very well as shown in Fig. 3-17. Each wing structures are fixed the global second 

moment of area (I) by using the same dimension of wing structure. In addition, it illustrates that not only the 

deformations on the main spar is decreased, but also the deformation on the membrane at the trailing edge. Due 

to the effects of the main spar strength at trailing edge reinforces on the membrane, hence the deformation is 

decreased either. Also, the maximum deformations have occurred following this, 15, 9, and 7 mm with Young’s 

modulus as 133, 350, and 533 MPa, respectively (see in Fig. 3-17). Furthermore, the positions and length of 

some ribs attached with the main spars are very strong effects with the deformation on the membrane, because 

the carbon rod connected with the membrane is high flexibility (EI). Hence, the maximum deformation is 

decreased by some ribs as comparison with the original wing (A-Type wing). 

 

Fig. 3-16 Deformation as varying wing positions, Ec=133, (a) Top-dead point, (b) bottom-dead point 
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Fig. 3-17 Max-Deformation as varying Young’s modulus, on A-Type wing 

 

3.3.4.2 Rib-wing effects 

In order to specify the elastic deformation region, the way of rib-wing structure is illustrated. It is found 

that large deformation region is similar in wing A, B and D, qualitatively. It has occurred at near middle trailing, 

because is far from the wing frame and rib-wing supports. On the other hand, large deformation has occurred at 

near the end of wing in only wing C, because the rib is fixed at the rigid support (A), but it is free end, which is 

very close with free trailing edge as shown in Fig. 3-18.  

This is only demonstrated as being the instantaneous deformation. However, the deformation depends 

on both the local position and time motion. Hence, the deformation based on the magnitude, position and time 

motion have to be considered, and after that it will be useful for prediction of the elastic deformation effects to 

generate the driving force. The max-deformation is possible to determine how much the deformation will affect 

to obtain dynamic forces. Hence the max-deformations are further plotted in Fig. 3-19, corresponding with Fig. 

3-18. And, it might be a guide line to select the FEM wing’s models for further FSI simulation.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3-18 Deformation distribution due to the rib-wing structure, t/T = 0.85, E =533 GPa. 
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  3.3.3.3 Local max-deformation on wing surface 

It is found that the max-deformation has occurred at the point A on the trailing-edge as shown in Fig. 

3-19. Hence, these points on each wing structure are focussed for evaluating the flexibility effects to the elastic 

deformations. Due to there are three components of the deformation, all deformation components are calculated 

and plotted as shown in Fig. 3-20. It is shown that Y-component deformation is mainly affected to the 

deformation magnitude, because this flapping motion is rotation only about X-axis. In addition, only wing B and 

D have 4 peaks of high deformation because of the periodic deformation at trailing edge has occurred. On the 

other hand, it has 2 peaks of high deformation in cases of wing A and C, because they have the trailing edge 

deformation motion as being same with flapping motion. 

 

 

Fig.3-19 Max-deformation at TE, FEM simulation 

 

 

Fig.3-20 Deformational components of max-deformation at TE, FEM simulation,  (a) Wing A, (b) Wing B, (c) 

Wing C, (d) Wing D 
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3.3.3.4 DRR variations and wing’s deformation behaviors 

According to DRR’s principle which is firstly proposed for evaluating the elastic deformation effects, thus their 

results will be discussed in this section. The DRR results of each wing structures are plotted by Eq. 3-16 and 

demonstrated as shown in Fig. 3-21(a). This is DRR as a long with flapping motion. It is found that DRR has 

been similar tendency with the max-deformation (see Fig. 3-20) qualitatively, because it is calculated by the 

production of the deformation magnitude as shown in Fig. 3-21(b). Moreover, DRR can be indicated with the 

deformation quantity affected by the flexibility due to the rib-wing, which is one way of how to define the 

location and magnitude of the deformation. And also, DRR can evaluate the order of magnitude of the 

deformation quantity. For the results of the rib-wing structure effects, the results of the wing A (without rib-

wing) and wing D (within rib-wing) were adopted to describe how it is affected (Fig. 3-21(b)). It is found that 

the rib-wing has dominated the deformation through max-deformation at trailing-edge. Especially, the number 

of the deformation peak has been varied by the trailing-edge deformation behaviour.  

However, DRR’s principle is just new idea which is proposed for considering the elastic deformation 

effects on the thrust-production. It also can be applied for both 2D and 3D elastic deformation problems. In 

addition, the wing’s structure is also dominated the DRR’s characteristics of the wings. Hence, it will be useful 

for further considering the deformation effects to the thrust-production in the flapping flight, which it will be 

death with in next chapter. 

 

 

Fig.3-21 DRR variable for each wing type, (a) Dynamic DRR, (b) DRR related with deformation 
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3.4 Summary 

 In order to evaluate the deformation effects, the results on flapping rigid wing have been performed to 

clarify the mechanism how the flapping wing deforms and their effects to the flow structure. The flapping rigid 

wing was firstly modelled to use its results to compare further with the flapping elastic wing’s results. CFD 

analysis for flapping rigid wing and FEM analysis for flapping elastic wing have been simulated.    

In case of flapping rigid wing analysis, the flying robot obtains lift by flapping itself wings, which 

caused to making vortices also. In particular, a pair of large-scale vortices is formed on the wing tip. It is found 

that the flapping angular velocity is strongly affected to produce the lift force. On the other hand, the angle of 

attack is slightly affected to increase lift, but is strongly affected to increase drag. Although, the maximum 

angular velocity occurred at the flapping angle of 12 degree, it has not only affected to produce low drag and 

high lift force. However, at the top- and bottom-dead position of flapping wing angle, the drag and lift is still 

generated which may cause of the effects of the unsteady leading edge vortex over the entire wing. In addition, 

increasing the angle of attack is only useful for generating average lift force, on the other hand, it has decreased 

the driving force (positive drag) either. For simple model, the simulation results of rigid flapping motion have 

only agreed with experimental results  

In cases of flapping elastic wing analysis as largely and complexly deforming wing, the wing’s 

deformation making as function has been unable to predict its deformation closely. Actually, in order to perform 

the real deformation of flapping wing based on actual application by simulation, it has needed both the actual 

initial and boundary conditions and real material properties. Hence, finite element method (FEM) is achieved to 

predict large deformation. For structural analysis as well as FEM, there are many ways to make itself wing 

deformation such as material properties, structural sizing or rib-wing structures. It has been found that, the 

maximum deformation has occurred at the wing’s trailing edge due to some rib-wing. And also, the period and 

frequency of the wing’s deformation motion have been dominated by the wing’s mass and flexibility, which 

cause both the amplitude and initial phase of the flapping motion. 

 Moreover, it has been demonstrated that, some rib-wing structures attached with the main wing frame 

of the wing structures can control the wing deformations, which can be evaluated by the DRR variable. 

Although, DRR’s principle was proposed to consider how the deformation affects to thrust-production and to 

evaluate the order of magnitude of the deformation quantity. However, it has needed both the realistic 

deformation and thrust-production result to clarify these research aims. Only sstructural analysis has not been 

good sufficient for considering the elastic deformation effects, because it cannot predict the realistic deformation 

of the wing, and has not obtained thrust force either. However, it is useful to find the appropriate structure 

model and to clarify some structural deformation mechanisms. They will be used in further numerical 

simulations based on fully FSI analysis, which will be described in next chapter.     

In particular, it has noted that, by comparing with experimental results, the simulation results have been 

too different, because initial force is only considered and also they are different in the material properties, 

(which the deformation behaviour is illustrated as shown in Fig. B-5(a) and B-5(b) which is the experimental 

and simulation result, respectively). However, the simulation way is better to consider the elastic deformation 

effects to generate the dynamic thrust force than experimental approach for small wing system, because both 

thrust force and momentum flow data cannot be obtained by experiment well yet. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Modification of DRR 

 

To find the realistic deformation of the structural phenomena and understand the mechanisms of its 

deformation, the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation is useful for solving fluid-structure coupled 

problems. FSI is new way for fluid engineering. For numerical framework of flapping elastic wing simulations, 

the brief description of the fluid and structural dynamic approaches for the aeroelastic analysis of flapping 

flexible wing is presented. From these, an aeroelastic framework is developed for the analysis of low Re flows 

and their interactions with flexible flapping wing [19, 32, 38, 45, 53, 59, 63and 64]. The governing equations of 

fluid are the unsteady, incompressible 3-D Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation, which are all 

most same with the simulation of the flapping rigid wing (see in chapter 2).  

Especially, the aim is to clarify the research hypothesis how DRR can predict the dynamic thrust force 

on the wings with deformation effects. Due to FEM can perform the physical deformation only, hence 

consideration of thrust-production needs the flow field solutions (pressure, velocity) significantly, as relations 

shown in Fig. 4-1. Hence, in this section, FSI approach will be employed to be completed in the research aim. 

 

Fig. 4-1 DRR’s principle for a fluid application 

4.1 Wing modelling for FSI simulation 

 4.1.1 Wing modelling 

 In FSI simulation, two cases of the flapping wing structure have been adopted for calculation to 

compare the results from FEM simulations to consider the elastic deformation effects to generating dynamic 

thrust. For the validation of present DRR expression for obtaining thrust results the following two cases were 

considered as shown in Fig. 4-2.  Also, its deformation results will be used to verify the principle of DRR. 

 

Fig. 4-2 FSI wing models in CSD, (a) wing A (no rib), (b) wing D (within rib) 
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The flexible wings modelling for FSI simulation are the wing structure without some rib-wing (Fig. 4-2(a) and 

within the rib-wing (Fig. 4-2(b). They have been adopted because it can compare the different physical 

deformation as well, which are the wing A and D. It is caused by both the wing’s flexibility and rib-wing 

structures. The wing C had not been simulated because it has been very small deformation, also for the wing B 

is because it has been similar deformation with the wing A.  

 

 4.1.2 Initial and Boundary condition for FSI simulation 

4.1.2.1 Wall interface 

In Eulerian approach, at a cell face that is the interface between the wing surface and fluid domain (Fig. 

4-3(a)), the normal velocity u disappears so that only the pressure terms in the flux remains. This boundary 

condition can be implemented by extrapolating the pressure from adjacent cell. In the N-S calculations, both u 

and u disappear at the wall boundary and pressure is extrapolated from inside, which is assumed as no-slip 

condition. In FSI simulation, the fluid forces acting on the wing surface lead to the nodal displacement on the 

wing surface, which depends on the computational grid generated as shown in Fig. 4-3(b). Otherwise, the 

computational domain is no longer fixed by changes in time, which has to be taken into account.  In order to 

achieve higher precision near the wall surface, the use of the mesh morphing method is advantageous for 

maintaining the boundary surface grid in the grid formation when the wall moves, which is the wing interface as 

illustrated in Fig. 4-3(a), with the structural defamation [65]. This method named the bi-directional coupling 

simulation of fluid structure interactions for the flow field around an elastic moving body. It has been used for 

clarifying the wake structure of the vortices and characteristics of the dynamic thrust of the 2D elastic moving 

airfoil numerically [66]. And also it has been clarified by experiment [67]. 

 

Fig. 4-3 FSI wing models in CFD, (a) fluid domain analysis and boundary conditions, (b) computational grid 
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4.1.2.2 Boundary conditions for FSI simulation 

The boundary conditions in FSI simulation are summarized as shown in Table 7, which are almost 

same with CFD analysis of the flapping rigid wing model for fluid analysis and FEM modelling for structural 

analysis. In addition, zero angle of attack (=0) is defined, because only the deformation effect to the thrust-

production will be considered. The material properties of the wing frame, which are Ec of 533 [GPa], c of 1600 

[kg m^-3], and poison’s ration () of 0.3, are defined. For the wing membrane, Ep of 1[GPa], p of 300 [kg m^-

3], poison’s ration () of 0.3, and thickness of 70 m, are adopted, because it is the best FEM model for FSI 

simulation.  

Especially, FSI model has needed to setup very strict conditions. Hence, it has been so difficult to find 

the appropriate condition for all models. However, meshing, time step and coupling criteria must be specified as 

appropriate criteria for each wing model. For example, in these models, mesh convergence and time step are 

10e-4 and 10e-4 respectively. 

Table 7 Conditions in FSI simulation of the flapping elastic wing  

Materials (Fluid/Structure) Air/ Carbon rod & Paper Vel. Inlet 1.5 [m/s] 

EC / EP 533 / 1 GPa Re 8000 

Node (CSD) / Mesh (CFD) 8,000 / 1,200,000 Solution convergence 10e-4 

Turbulent model SST k-w Mesh convergence 5e-6 

Angle of attack,  0 Time step, t 0.0005 [s] 

Motion/Cycle Flapping/ 6 cycles Cal. Time 5 weeks 

 

 

4.1.2.3 Limitation of FEM analysis with the prediction of thrust-productions 

Figure 4-4 shows DRR results both FEM and FSI simulation, which can be seen that maximum DRR 

results from FSI analysis has been larger that FEM results about 55 and 45 percentage of the wing A and D 

respectively, due to the fluid force effects. In addition, the percentage difference will increase when the wing 

flexibility increase relatively. Since, it is shown that FSI simulation is better than FEM to predict the realistic 

deformation characteristics. Thus, the deformation effects to thrust-production from FSI simulation have been 

close to actual behaviors. 

 

Fig. 4-4 Comparison of DRR results performed by FEM and FSI simulation 
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4.2 Modification of DRR’s principle 

4.2.1 Application of DRR’s principle for predicting thrust force 

Recently, it has not had a good way for predicting the thrust generated by an elastic deformation. To be 

useful for fluid engineering, the new way of these prediction has been proposed, which I named the principle of 

the deformation region ratio (DRR). In physical meaning, the order magnitude of the wing’s deformation effects 

to increasing dynamic thrust, which is compared with flapping rigid wings and original wing shape, has been 

studied. Because of the shape of flapping elastic wing can be changed by flexibility and flapping motion, hence 

it causes to the thrust produce of the wings either. Most of the designing the wings have not been considered that 

the elastic deformation effects can improve the wing efficiency by itself deformation. Besides, it has been 

difficult for predict the elastic deformation effect by considering vortex structure, and also its relationships have 

been indirect involving. On the other hand, the deformation has directly affected to the thrust-producing as 

shown in Fig. 4-5.    

However, it has been found previously that CT and DRR have been similar tendency qualitatively, but 

different in their amplitude and phase as illustrated in Fig. 4-6. Hence, the reasons of why they have been 

different have to be explained clearly to support the hypothesis.  

 

 

Fig. 4-5 Relationship of producing thrust force based on the deformation effects 

 

 

Fig. 4-6 Different amplitude and phase between dynamic thrust and DRR variable 
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4.2.2 The relationships between DRR and dynamic thrust 

 In order to find the reasons why the phase and amplitude of DRR variable are different from thrust 

coefficient, the expression of the thrust force, which depends on DRR, has to be defined. 

 

 

Fig. 4-7 Wing’s volumetric deformation related with deformational displacement 

 

 Let’s deformyVol ,  is the volumetric deformation as shown in Fig. 4-7(right). In general, for a flat, plane 

and curve area, the volumetric deformation equation is a surface integral of the deformational displacement (y) 

around the wing surface can be expressed as: 

 
A

ydeform AdVol


                       (4-1) 

where A is the wing’s surface. Due to the deformational displacement is vector value, so absolute deformation is 

only the positive value. The area required to calculate the volumetric deformation. For fluid passing through a 

wing, the volumetric deformation changing is equal to volumetric flow rate. It may be useful for considering 

force acting on the moving body by momentum analysis. Actually, the vector area is a combination of the 

magnitude of the area through which the pressure acts on it and a unit vector to the area, n. The relation is A = 

An.  

Since, the reason for the dot product is as follows: 

  cosAV ydeform                        (4-2) 

where  is the angle between the unit normal n (A=An) and the deformational displacement of the 

deformational volume element as can be seen in Fig. 4-7(left). All volumetric deformation which is in tangential 

direction to the area, that is perpendicular to the unit normal of area, so the volumetric deformation is zero. This 

occurs when  = /2 and 3/2. 

Since, the wing’s surface has both top- and bottom-surface, thus a half volumetric deformation is equal 

to the volumetric deformation of DRR variable, which had been defined in Eq. 3-16 (see in section 2.3.1).  

Now, newly DRR’s expression can be written by:  
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Fig. 4-8 Imaginary of volumetric deformation due to flapping motion of elastic wing, (a) The projection area on 

the wing surface, (b) Deformational area projected on fluid and wing surface, (c) Average volumetric 

deformation calculated by average deformation 

 

4.2.3 Leading- and Trailing-edge deformation and the deformational projection area 

 

Let’s total volumetric deformation consists two volume, which are occurred by the leading-edge 

deformation area (blue area) and trailing-edge deformation area (red area) as shown in Fig. 4-8(a). Thus, the 

volumetric deformation is separated into two volumes, which it is computed by mean chord multiply with the 

deformational area projected on fluid and wing surface as shown in Fig. 4-8(b). So, the volumetric deformation 

can also be calculated by: 

 mtotxdeform cAV  ,                       (4-4) 

where Ax,tot is the total projection area, which Y-deformation (y) required to calculate it, cm is the mean chord 

length as shown in Fig. 4-8(c). Note that the total projection areas, which belong in flight direction, occur from 

the wing’s deformation, thus the leading-edge deformation area is only projected on the fluid domain. On the 

other hand, the trailing-edge deformation is only projected on the wing’s surface. If the total projection area can 

be calculated by an average deformation (y,ave) and wingspan (R), thus the volumetric deformation can also 

expressed by: 

  
maveydeform cRV  ,                      (4-5) 

where y,ave is the average deformation in Y-axis. By Eq. 4-3 and 4-5, so we get following expression as:     

 mtotxwing cAADRR  ,

5.12                      (4-6) 
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Since, the projection area can be given by: 

 deformxLEdeformxTEtotx AAA ,,,                       (4-7) 

where AxTE,deform is the trailing edge deformation area, and AxLE,deform is the leading edge deformation area.  

Thus, we will have:  

 )(2)( 5.1

,, wingmdeformxLEdeformxTE ADRRcAA                     (4-8) 

Now, the trailing-edge projection area can be found as: 

 deformxLE

m

wing

deformxTE A
c

ADRR
A ,

5.1

,

)(2
                    (4-9) 

The trailing edge projection area (AxTE,deform) required to calculate the thrust force generated by the elastic 

deformation. Moreover, the pressure difference between top- and bottom-wing surfaces is used for calculating 

the resultant force acting on the wing together. 

 

 4.2.4 Physical meaning of the deformational projection area 

 The quantity of the trailing-edge projection area is proportional to the volumetric wing’s deformation 

and the leading-edge deformation. In particular, the positive leading-edge deformation means that, the 

deformational velocity is same direction with the flapping velocity. Hence, it will increase the lift force, on the 

other hand, in the opposite direction, will decrease the lift force. Moreover, their same velocity direction will 

increase the pressure difference between the top- and bottom-surface of the wings.  

 Another important aspect of the trailing-edge projection area is that the thrust force experienced by the 

wing’s deformation is proportional to both DRR and the leading-edge projection area. Fig. 4-9 illustrates the 

different wing’s deformation volume but similar projection area. These two cases is similarly deformational 

velocity at the leading-edge. However, they have produced the different thrust force. Thus, the projection area is 

just one parameter dominated the thrust-producing on the wing’s deformations. 

 

 

Fig. 4-9 Deformational projection areas, (a) case of small DRR, (b) case of large DRR 
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 4.2.5 Pressure difference on flapping elastic wing 

By considering the pressure distribution on the wing surface, average pressure is one variable which 

can be used for finding the pressure force as shown in Fig. 4-10(a). From the results of pressure distribution, you 

can compute the average pressure to be using in calculation of the total thrust force, because the local thrust for 

cannot evaluate the thrust coefficient of the wing. Due to pressure is the scalar quantity, thus the different 

pressure between top- and bottom-surface wing becomes small actual value occurring like Fig. 4-10(a) shows. 

In fact, this pressure difference has occurred larger than average it form local pressure, because only 

compressive pressure is positive value. Hence, the absolute local pressure will be used for calculating the 

average pressure as Fig. 4-10(b) shows.   

 

 

Fig. 4-10 Pressure distribution on wing surface, x/R=0.75, (a) Pressure profile, (b) Average pressure 

 

So, the average pressure can be calculated as:  

 dAp
A

p
A

ave 
1

                    (4-10) 

Let’s thrust force estimate with average pressure and the projection area on the wing surface. Due to average 

pressure is integrated from absolute pressure over close surface, thus pressure difference (p) equals to two 

times of the average pressure (2pave). Also, you can see twice projection area for the close surface in Fig. 4-10(b). 

Thus, an absolute thrust force can be defined by: 

 12 xave ApT                       (4-11) 

Since, 2pave=p. So, 

 1xApT                       (4-12) 

Now, the absolute thrust coefficient can be calculated as: 
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So, we got that 
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Using the projection area and DRR variable, thus the thrust coefficient can be expressed by: 
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Also, new equation of calculation the thrust coefficient is given by: 
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               (4-16) 

Let’s KDRR and CDRR is the factors for calculating the thrust coefficient using the DRR production. So, it can be 

reduced as: 

 DRRDRRDRRT CDRRKC ,                    (4-17) 

where, KDRR is the DRR’s factor based on the characteristics of the wing, and CDRR is the DRR constant based on 

the leading deformation, which it will be equal to zero when no deformation at the leading-edge. Both KDRR and 

CDRR depend on the wing’s surface pressure, which is dominated by the flight speed, flapping velocity, 

deforming velocity. Thus, they can be expressed as: 
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Note that the dynamic pressure difference and trailing projection area are like as the wave form function. In 

general form, they can be defined these following are:  

 

   )2sin( ftAp                    (4-20) 

   )2sin(, ftAA deformTE                   (4-21) 

Hence, the CT amplitude depends on the amplitude both pressure difference and trailing edge projection area. On 

the other hand, DRR amplitude has only depended on the amplitude of trailing edge projection area. 

 

 4.2.6 Physical meaning of KDRR and CDRR 

 From Eq. 4-15, KDRR is related to the potential energy which exists when a force acts on the wing’s 

surface. According to the law of conservation of energy, energy cannot be created or destroyed, hence this 

energy cannot disappear. Instead, it is stored as potential energy. When the wing is deformed, this stored energy 

will be converted into kinetic energy by the restoring force, which is wing’s elasticity. At maximum 

deformational velocity is its maximum potential energy (dynamic pressure). When the wing speed is down, the 

potential energy turns into kinetic energy. CDRR indicates the potential energy due to the elasticity at the leading 

edge. 
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4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Dynamic lift and thrust based on the elastic deformation effects 

 To clarify the elastic deformation effects, the unsteady dynamic forces should be considered. As 

mentioned before, the flapping motion also affects to generating dynamic forces, hence the results based on the 

elastic deformation effects should be compared with the flapping rigid wing. Also, main purpose is to consider 

only the elastic deformation effects to obtaining aerodynamic forces.  

  4.3.1.1 Dynamic lift 

Firstly, dynamic lift versus the flapping motion will be considered as shown in Fig. 4-11. It can be seen 

that increasing lift is caused by vertical velocity which consists between angular and deformational velocity. In 

particular, small effect has been at the angular velocity closed to zero as zone A and B in Fig. 4-11. Moreover, 

these zones correspond with the maximum deformation at point (A) and (B) in Fig. 4-12. On the other hand, 

other region has dominated the increasing lift force. 

 

 

Fig. 4-11 Dynamic lift versus non-dimensionless period time,  = 0. [deg] 

 

Fig. 4-12 Increasing dynamic lift based on elastic deformation versus non-dimensionless period time 
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4.3.1.2 Dynamic thrust 

In chapter 3, dynamic drag force had discussed, otherwise it invers of the thrust force. Thrust is the 

structural force exerted on the fluid (which is opposite direction with the direction of body motion). For the 

other way of generating driving force, CD must be decreased. However, for flapping flight, CT should be 

increased, which caused by flapping motion and elastic deformation motion. Increasing thrust caused by elastic 

deformation is also demonstrated as shown in Fig. 4-13. It is found that high thrust has occurred, which it delays 

from the maximum deformation. It seems to be phase shift between the maximum deformation and thrust 

difference (CT) as shown in Fig. 4-14.  

 

                               

Fig. 4-13 Dynamic thrust versus non-dimensionless period time 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-14 Increasing dynamic thrust based on elastic deformation versus non-dimensionless period time 
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 4.3.2 Vortex structure around elastic wings 

 Recently, the wake patterns, thrust force coefficient, and propulsive efficiency have been observed [12, 

56, and 68]. To establish a relationship between the flow structures and force-production, the instantaneous 

vorticity and deformation distribution are further plotted on the bottom- and top-wing surface at the point (A) in 

Fig. 4-13 as shown in Fig.4-15, correspondingly. Iso-surface voticity of 160 [s^-1] has been plotted, which it 

seems that wing’s deformation has slightly affected the vortex structure around the wing. Since, the leading 

edge vortex is strongly affected by the flapping motion, which mainly affects the force-production rather than 

thrust-production on deformation effects (see illustration in Appendix C.3). Hence, it has difficultly 

distinguished the deformation effects to the vortex structures and thrust-productions. Especially, this way has 

worked rather with smooth shape circulation as shown in Fig. 4-16 [68]. Additionally, the deformational 

velocity has rather been smaller than the angular velocity (see section 4.4.6 deformational velocity).   

   

 

Fig. 4-15 Iso-surface vorticity based on elastic deformation effects, t/T = 0.21, (a) Inflexible wing A,               

(b) Flexible wing A, (c) Flexible wing D 
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Fig. 4-16 3D vortex wake dynamic on a swimming fish to be used for measurement the dynamic forces 

 

4.3.3 Momentum transferred by deformation 

Based on fluid dynamic view point, as well known, total force acting on the control surface (wing 

surface) of fluid domain equals to momentum changes across that control surface. The momentum in flow 

direction (X-axis) is considered for finding the thrust force obtained by elastic defamation effects. In case of 

flapping rigid wing and assumption of very small shear force (see Fig. 4-17(a)), it has no horizontal force by 

deformation effect because of that is zero projection area.  

 

 

Fig. 4-17 Momentum transferred at the interface surface, (a) Flapping rigid wing, (b) Flapping elastic wing 

 

For elastic wing, trailing edge deformation causes to make the projection area as shown in Fig. 4-17(b), 

thus x-momentum per unit volume can be defined as:  
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So, the momentum transferred by wing’s deformation can be written as:   
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Thus, general equation in X-axis for each one fluid finite volume can be found as: 
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Now, max-momentum at max-deformation can be computed by: 
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  4.3.3.1 Horizontal velocity nearest the wing surface 

The max-deformation has occurred at the plane of x/R of 0.75 (wing D). So, the velocity profile on 

these planes is shown in Fig. 4-18. It can be seen that the horizontal velocity produced on the wing gives rise to 

vertical deformation. 

 

 

Fig. 4-18 Velocity distributions versus the non-dimensional chord length, Wing D 
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  4.3.3.2 Momentum based on DRR variable and Thrust 

 A flapping elastic wing of the flying robot generates forward thrust when air is pushed in the direction 

opposite to flight, which the flapping robot normally achieve thrust during flight by flapping their wings. The 

forward thrust is proportional to the mass of the airstream multiplied by the change in velocity of the airstream. 

Thus, the velocity distribution on the wing has dominated the thrust as the results shown in Fig. 4-19(a), which 

the thrust force on the point B is higher that point B’ because of the velocity. Although, high velocity which 

relates to dynamic pressure has occurred at both leading- and trailing-edge position, but the dynamic pressure at 

trailing-edge is strongly affected to thrust because of it has high projection area either.  Also, the max-

momentum given by Eq. 4-25 and thrust coefficient are plotted as shown in Fig. 4-19(b). It is demonstrated that 

thrust coefficient tends to be similar with momentum. In particular, maximum thrust force has occurred when 

momentum is maximum value as point (B) and (D) in Fig. 4-19(b). 

 

 

Fig. 4-19 Dynamic thrust based on flow momentum, (a) Velocity profiles on the wing’s surface, (b) 

Contribution to dynamic thrust by exit momentum  
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4.3.4 Relationships between DRR variable and dynamic thrust 

Based on the hypothesis whether DRR can predict the thrust coefficient, all the FSI simulation results 

presented in the subsequent sections are for the flapping elastic wing during the 6
th

 cycle of flapping. The 

relation between thrust coefficient (CT) and wing’s deformation which is based on the variable of deformation 

region ratio (DRR) is demonstrated as shown in Fig. 4-20. It can be seen that thrust force produced on the wing 

gives rise to DRR according to the stroke flapping cycle, which it has occurred two times in one loop of flapping 

motion. Thrust force makes the negative horizontal force. Also, it shows that high structural velocity region has 

mainly affect to lift force, and the zero phase difference between rigid and elastic wing has occurred. When the 

wing moves in upstroke and downstroke give rise to negative and positive horizontal force. Actually, the flying 

robots employ asymmetric wing motion during downstroke and upstroke [53]. However, it has only been small 

different in resultant force acting on the wing surface, but rather different in flow structure around the wings. 

Due to the thrust force related directly with the wing’s deformation, hence one side of the flexible wing was 

modelled by two-way coupling of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation. 

 

 

Fig. 4-20 Critical thrust coefficient and DRR versus the non-dimensional period time, Wing D 

 

By FSI simulation, the both dynamic deformation and forces can be obtained. Herein, the realistic 

deformations can be performed, because both inertial and fluid force effects are considered in this model too. It 

is shown that the fluid force effect has increased the max-deformation of about 1.25 (no rib) and 1.18 (within rib, 

wing D) times of the inertial force effect, which is compared with FEM results (see Appendix B.3). However, 

this effects based on the wing’s flexibility, thus when wing’s flexibility was changed, the fluid force effect 

would change either. However, FIS simulation is better than only FEM simulation, because it has been able 

considering the deformation effects to generating dynamic forces. Due to DRR variable can evaluate the order 

magnitude of deformation, hence it is plotted with thrust coefficient as shown in Fig. 4-20. Now, the five critical 

points was focused as (A), (B’), (B), (C) and (D), which (A) is the zero thrust force, (B’) is the max-deformation, 

(B) is the max-thrust force (up-stroke), (C) is no thrust force, but drag force generated by main flow, and (D) is 

the max-thrust force (down stroke). In addition, those five points (A, B’, B, C, and D), are occurring at the non-

dimensional period time of 0.075, 0.15, 0.2, 0.55 and 0.74 respectively. DRR and thrust coefficient has phase 

difference (t/T) of 0.05. 
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4.3.5 Surface pressure 

 Actually, total thrust force is calculated by integrating both the surface pressure and viscous traction in 

the flow direction over the wing surface area. To approximate the surface pressure effect based on the local 

surface pressure, the pressure difference on wing sections based on wingspan and chord direction is shown in 

Fig. 4-21. This figure is plotted as pressure difference (p), which referred from Eq. 4-10 as shown in Fig. 4-

22(a) and 4-23(a). 

 

 

Fig. 4-21 Pressure difference between the Top- and Bottom-wing surfaces versus the wing span and chord 

length, Wing D, t/T=0.2 , Point (B) 

 

Thirteen section planes of cross-section are focused in wingspan direction, which are z/R step increments of 

0.083 (10 mm/R). It can be seen that the maximum pressure difference has occurred at the cross-section of the 

maximum deformation as the line (10) in Fig. 4-21. However, the maximum pressure difference has not 

occurred at the trailing edge, but it is at the leading edge. This maximum pressure is dominated by the leading 

edge vortex (LEV) [53]. It is described in chapter 3.  If the deformation effect to producing of the thrust force 

has been considering, then the maximum pressure at the leading can be neglected, because it has been no 

projection area in thrust direction at the leading edge. It can be seen in Fig. 4-24(b), which all the lines is no 

deformation gradient a long chord direction. Although, the surface pressure depends on the deformational, 

angular velocity (flapping motion) and flight speed as the imaginary shown in Fig. 4-22. But, thrust force is 

created when the wing pushing on the air by flapping and deformation mainly. Thus, flight speed is the 

producing of net thrust force. 
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Fig. 4-22 Imaginary of surface pressure related with solid motion 

 

The cross-section at z/R of 0.75 and the point (B) corresponding with Fig. 3-18, is adopted to illustrate the local 

pressure effect to the average pressure on the wing surface, because it is highest pressure difference and 

dynamic thrust as shown in Fig. 4-23. At this point, the wing is moving up, which means upward flapping 

velocity (see in Fig. 4-23(a)). Since, it occur the positive pressure on the top-wing surface and negative pressure 

(vacuum pressure) below the bottom-wing surface. Thus thrust force should be calculated from minus pressure 

difference (-p). Although, they are opposite pressure value of the point (B) and (D), but both of them still give 

the positive thrust force due to the direction of trailing edge deformation. This can be seen by comparing the 

results in Fig. 4-24(a) and 4-24(b). Moreover, the maximum pressure difference is found at the x/c of 0.5. 

 Basically, p can be used for estimating aerodynamic forces directly, but the centre pressure difference 

must be determined either. Experimentally, it has been difficult to measure it for a small structure. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-23 Pressure profile at the max-deformation, z/R = 0.75 (Line (10)), Wing D 
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Fig. 4-24 Pressure difference on the wing surface and wing’s deformation versus the chord length, z/R=0.75, 

Wing D, (a) Pressure difference, (b) Vertical deformation component 
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4.3.6 Deformational velocity and dynamic thrust 

 Herein, the wing’s flexibility is main parameter to the thrust force affected by deformation. The 

principal wing velocity is dominated by the deformation amount, which can be evaluated as DRR variable. 

Hence, a changing of deformation has been similar to the variation of the wing’s motion. Figure 4-25 shows the 

velocity components at the max-deformation point related with DRR value and dynamic thrust. It is found that 

max-DRR has occurred when the zero deforming velocity, at point (A), because net pressure force and structural 

elasticity force is in equilibrium (Vdeform=0.0). On the other hand, the thrust force is still increasing to maximum 

point lately, because the effects of the deformational velocity (back colour of solid line) and DRR (red colour of 

dot line). Although, the maximum deformation (y,max) has been nearly same value, but they are different in 

thrust force as well as shown in Fig. 4-26. It causes of DRR characteristics of each wing. 

 

 

Fig. 4-25 Deforming velocity at the maximum deformation point ( TE,max), Wing A 

  

 

Fig. 4-26 Dynamic thrust versus the max-deformation, Wing A and D, TE,max 
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4.3.7 Projection area related with the elastic deformation 

 As mentioned in subsection of the surface pressure, thrust force does not only depend on the pressure 

difference but also the amount of the trailing edge projection area. Figure 4-27 shows the leading- and trailing-

edge deformation versus the position along wingspan direction. Five critical points are illustrated to compare the 

variations of deformation, corresponding with Fig. 4-20. The leading- and trailing-edge deformation difference 

(TE-LE) causes to occur the deformational angle of attack (deform), which can be expressed as:     

 












 
 

ref

LETE

deform
c


 1tan                    (4-26) 

The maximum deform of 4.4, 6.6, 6.5, 3.3 and 4.4 [deg] are found for the points (A), (B’), (B), (C), and (D) 

respectively. Note that cref of about 52 mm is used to calculate deform. Also, dynamic projection area versus the 

non-dimensional period time is shown in Fig. 4-28. 

 

 

Fig. 4-27 LE and TE detonation in Y-axis versus the non-dimensional span, Wing D 

 

Fig. 4-28 Projection areas versus the non-dimensional period time, Wing D 
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The projection area on the wing surface (Ax1,solid) is calculated for the case of no viscosity effect, thus it is not 

zero when the total projection area becomes zero as well. However, it may be possible to be used for estimating 

the thrust force based on DRR variable. Also, you can see more results of the deformational angle of attack 

effects as reported in Appendix E.  

 Now, we have both pressure difference and projection area based on DRR variable, which they are like 

wave form function as Eq. 4-20 and 4-21. Therefore, the dynamic thrust force has occurred from that two waves 

are in phase. Next, the constructive interference behaviour between the pressure difference and projection area 

will be described in next subsection. 

 

 4.3.8 Constructive interference 

 A pair of pressure and area wave has experienced interference when they pass through each other. The 

individual waves have added together (superposition), thus a new wavefront of thrust force is created as shown 

in Fig. 4-29. The constructive interference has occurred when the maxima of pressure difference and projection 

area add together (the two waves are in phase). Hence, the amplitude of the force resulting wave is equal to the 

sum of the individual amplitudes. The effect of the constructive interference between the pressure and area with 

the different amplitude, but same frequency is illustrated, which both the projection area and average surface 

pressure cause to increase dynamic thrust as result as well. 

  Actually, wave form function of the pressure difference depends on the flapping motion as well. Due 

to the flapping motion is specified by time-dependent flapping angle flap(t) as periodic motion, hence average 

pressure is time-dependent variable (pave(t) ) either, which it belongs with the flapping velocity as result shown 

in Fig. 4-30. The absolute average pressure has been similar tendency with the flapping velocity qualitatively. 

  

               

 

Fig. 4-29 Average pressure, projection area and dynamic thrust force versus the non-dimensional period time, 

the results of the wing D 
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 Furthermore, the thrust force calculated by DRR variable-based and obtained by simulation are plotted 

as shown in Fig. 4-31. It can be seen that only high region of thrust force calculated has been closed to the 

simulation results, but on small thrust force region has been different rather. It might be because of the viscosity 

effects and the projection area, which was explained previously (the results in Fig. 4-28).     

 

                                   

 

 

Fig. 4-30 Average surface pressure and DRR tendency versus the non-dimensional period time, Wing D 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-31 Thrust force calculated by the pressure product and deformational projection area versus the non-

dimensional period time, Wing D 
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Using Eq. 4-16, thrust coefficient is calculated and plotted to compare it with the simulation result as shown in 

Fig. 4-32. Additionally, it is to verify the development of newly DRR model that predics thrust coefficient. It 

also shows the relationship between CT and DRR with DRR’s factor and constant should be considered as Eq. 4-

20 and 4-21.  The calculation results hace been more different with simulation results at the point (A) and (C) 

than the other points. At both the point (A) and (C), they have lowest the average pressure (see in Fig. 4-30). On 

the other hand, these points have not occurred lowest DRR. Only one term of right-hand side of Eq. 4-16 is 

proportional with DRR. But, both terms are protional with the pressure difference. By comparing the order of 

magnitude between DRR and p, it is found that p has mainly affected the dynamic thrust.   

 Since, DRR’s principle has been developed to predict the thrust force affected by the elastic 

deformation for the wings. Results are compared with simulation results for the wing structure without rib-wing 

and within rib-wing. By comparing, it is found that new thrust coefficient is closed to the simulation results, 

which an error of 8% and 18 % have occurred for high thrust and small thrust force region, respectively.   

 

 

 

Fig. 4-32 Thrust coefficient calculated by DRR variable versus the non-dimensional period time, Wing D 
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4.4 Summary 

In order to clarify the research hypothesis how DRR can predict the dynamic thrust force on the wings 

with the elastic deformation effects clearly. FSI simulations for the flapping elastic wings have been performed. 

Based on the DRR results calculated by FEM and FSI simulation, it has been found that FSI simulation is better 

than FEM simulation for predicting the realistic deformation characteristics. As results, DRR has decreased 

about 50% without fluid force effect, which is bases on Ec=533 and Ep=133 GPa and membrane thickness of 70 

m has occurred. Otherwise, the deformation effects to thrust-production from FSI simulation have been close 

to actual behaviors. In particular, FEM simulation has not been sufficient to predict the realistic defamation and 

thrust force. Thus, FSI analysis is better way to obtain the realistic deformation behaviours and thrust force. 

Also, it has been demonstrated that the way of rib-wing can be used for specifying the characteristics of the 

wing’s deformations as well. Otherwise, it will be benefit to the areas of passive flow control for fluid 

engineering. In additional, it is found that the maximum deformations of FEM results have been different about 

25% and 45 % with FSI results for EC = 133 and 533 GPa, respectively.  

Besides, the elastic deformation effects to the lift-production have been smaller than the thrust-

production as being the same angle of attack (=0). In cases of the elastic wing structure, as well as FSI 

simulation, the deforming velocity has dominated more the lift- and thrust-production through the pressure 

surface on the wing than the flapping rigid wing structure. Hence, the structural engineering has to make a good 

wing’s deformation to increase the thrust force and average lift in one flapping cycle. In addition, it has been 

found that both the max-pressure difference and max-deformation have affected to make high dynamic thrust, 

because of that the same direction of the flapping and deforming velocity cause the high surface pressure. Hence, 

wing’s deformation generates the driving force (thrust). Especially, the flapping velocity has mainly dominated 

the generation of leading-edge vortex (LEV), which is has affected the lift-production rather. On the other hand, 

the deformation has slightly affected the vortex structures. Thus, it has been difficult to distinguish the 

deformation effects on the vortex structures, and to predict the thrust-production from vortex structure viewpoint 

either.  

Moreover, based on the view point of momentum analysis, the relationship between the flow 

momentum on the wing surface and the dynamic thrust has been considered. It has been found that the high 

thrust force generated by flapping elastic wing has been occurred by high changing of flow momentum over the 

wing. Especially, it exists behind occurred the maximum deformation, because of the structural momentum 

which consists with the flapping and deforming velocity. Flow momentum is an opposite direction with the 

deformation. Otherwise, these thrust force acts on the boundary of fluid domain equally. Fluid boundary 

velocity is equal to the wing surface at the interaction region due to that is no slip condition.  

Finally, DRR’s principle, which is simple prediction method, has been developed to predict the thrust 

force affected by the elastic deformation for the wings. The results are compared with simulation results for the 

wing structure without rib-wing and within rib-wing. By comparing, it is found that new thrust coefficient is 

closed to the simulation results, which an error of 8% and 18 % have occurred for high thrust and small thrust 

force region, respectively. Furthermore, the phase difference of the maximum flapping and deforming velocity 

causes to make the different phase in DRR and thrust either, because of the combination of both high 

momentum and high deformational velocity has dominated the highest thrust force. In addition, their highest 

combination has occurred at the maximum trailing-edge deformation on the wing’s membrane. Otherwise, it has 

the combination of the projection area and pressure difference between top and bottom wing surface. Especially, 

it can be also explained by that KDRR and CDRR, which KDRR indicates the potential energy caused by the surface 

pressure and total wing’s deformation and the leading-edge deformation indicated by CDRR. 
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CHAPTER V 

Conclusions 

 

5.1 Conclusions   

Numerical simulations based on FSI as well as FEM simulation have been performed. It has been frond 

that only structural analysis has not been good enough for considering the elastic deformation effects, because it 

cannot predict the realistic deformation of the wing, and has not obtained thrust force either. Although, FEM 

simulation has only obtained the deformations, it has been advantages for FSI analysis further. Hence FSI must 

be necessary to predict exactly the thrust force.  

   In order to predict the wing’s flexibility effects to the thrust production, the way of DRR’s principle 

has been developed to explain the relationships between DRR variations and thrust coefficient. To verify DRR’s 

principle, the reasons of their amplitude and phase difference have been found, as these following are: 

First, the amplitude difference, due to highest DRR has been proportional to both the maximum 

trailing-edge deformation and deformational area, at which point zero deformational velocity (Vdeform =0) occurs. 

On the other hand, the maximum thrust coefficient has been dependant on both high amplitude of dynamic 

pressure difference and the trailing projection area. Otherwise, both DRR and CT have coupled only with the 

maximum trailing deformation. 

Second, for phase difference, due to the effects of constructive interference between pressure difference, 

p(t), and projection area, ATE,deform(t), with the same frequency but different amplitude have occurred, thus the 

resulting wave of thrust force has been equal to the sum of these two waves. The resulting wave of DRR has not 

only been affected by local p (t), but also three-dimensional deformation of wing structure which can predict 

the preliminary results by FEM as well.   

Especially, one of how DRR can predict the dynamic thrust can also be explained by that KDRR and 

CDRR, which KDRR indicates the potential energy caused by the surface pressure and total wing’s deformation and 

CDRR represents the volumetric leading-edge deformation. For three-dimensional wing effects, both pressure 

difference and DRR are calculated by integrating their local quantities over the wing’s surface. Therefore, it has 

been reliable for considering the 3D elastic body and the thrust-production very well.   

 

5.2 Suggestions for further work 

 The present approach can be further extended to 2D structural deformation by considering the 

deformational area per unit wingspan length. Modifications can be made very easily since the DRR expression 

is written in general form. Also, it can be extended to the other wing shapes and deformation quantities. With 

numerical optimization techniques, the method can also be used for designing elastic wings. The viscosity 

effects can also be studied by incorporating suitable wall shear while calculating the total force by pressure 

difference in flight direction.     

 Additionally, investigations of new principle (DRR’s principle) created for flexible moving body 

would be useful not only flyer area applications but also advanced aeroelastic design as well. I hope this work 

provides sufficient material to highlight the challenges and possibilities in lightweight and small flying robot 

flight, and will aid future researchers in fluid and structural engineering. 
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Appendix 

A Validation of flapping motion with experiment results 

A.1 Kinematic motion of flapping robot’s wing 

 

 

 

Fig. A-1 Specification of flapping wing model 

 

Fig. A-2 Calculating results for flapping angle and angular flapping velocity (10 Hz of one cycle) referred from 

experiment data 

 

 The flapping wing model is illustrated for analysis on the wing’s deformation effects, as shown in Fig. 

A-1. The wing consists of a main frame, no tail and one flexible membrane wings, which the figure shows as 

only left-side wing. The half-wing span (R) is 120 mm, and its maximum chord length (c) is 80 mm. Due to the 

wing shape is a semi-ellipse, the average wing chord of 63 mm can be found. In addition, the flapping frequency 

of about 10 Hz is used for the condition of the flapping motion. Also, the wing’s specifications are summarized 

in Table 8. Fig. A-2 shows the flapping motion used in the simulation. By varying the flexibilities of the wing, 

one affects the aeroelastic performance of the wing. This change in wing shape and velocity will cause changes 

in the flow field around the wing. One could attempt to experimentally find the optimum configuration by 

examining different wing designs [18-20]. Fig. A-3(a) shows the experimental approach to measure some point 

displacements as shown in Fig. A-3(b). Also, the results are demonstrated in Fig. A-4. Only rigid region has 

been quite similar with the experiment results.   
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Fig. A-3 Experiment approach for performing the wing’s deformation, (a) Schematic of experiment, (b) Point 

acquired data 

 

                                    

Fig. A-4 Nodal displacement in Y-axis versus the non-dimensional period time, at point of trailing edge 

 

Table 8 Wing’s specifications 

Parameter Specification Parameter Specification 

Wing span (mm) 240 Chord length (mm) 80 

Wing aspect ratio 3.82 Mean chord [mm] 63 

Flapping frequency [Hz] 10 Half-wing area [m
2
] 0.00753982 

Upstroke angle [deg] 30 Downstroke angle [deg] 10 
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A. 2 Dynamic forces based on flapping rigid wing 

   The objective of these simulations is to compare how different rigid and elastic wing affect the 

generated aerodynamic forces. Moreover, I would like to find the relations of the combination of the angle of 

attack, wing flexibility and drag-production. One may note that a rigid wing will not produce high average lift 

and thrust force, while the wing’s deformation will produce high thrust force. The drag and lift coefficient 

varying with the angle of attack are obtained as shown in Figs.A-5 and A-6, respectively. It can be seen that the 

angle of attack affects the increasing of an average lift only, but it does not also affect to increase an average 

thrust (negative drag).  

      

 

Fig. A-5 Dynamic drag coefficient versus the angles of attack 

 

 

Fig. A-6 Dynamic lift coefficient versus the angles of attack 
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 In addition, both drag and lift coefficient varied with the flapping angle are considered as shown in Fig. 

A-7 to A-11. It can be seen that the maximum and minimum both drag and lift have occur at the flapping of 18 

and 6 degree, respectively. Although, the maximum angular velocity is generated at the flapping angle of 12 

degree, however it has not only affected to produce low drag and high lift force. Furthermore, at the top- and 

bottom-dead position of flapping wing angle, the drag and lift is still generated which may cause of the effects 

of the unsteady leading edge vortex over the entire wing.         

 

 

 

Fig. A-7 Drag coefficient versus the flapping angle 

 

 

Fig. A-8 Absolute drag coefficient versus the flapping angle 
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Fig. A-9 Drag coefficient versus the flapping angle (zoom scale),  = 0. [deg] 

 

 

 

Fig. A-10 Lift coefficient versus the flapping angle 
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Fig. A-11 Absolute lift coefficient versus the flapping angle 

 

 A. 3 Angle of attack effects (AOA) to the wake structures 

 Figure A-12 shows that a broad wake region is formed downstream for high AOA. On the other hand 

the fluid forms a relatively narrow wake region which small AOA. 

 

Fig. A-12 Wake structure versus the angle of attack (0 and 15),  = 40 [s^-1] 
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A.4 Vorticity around flapping rigid wing of =15 

Due to the vorticity can measure of the local rotation of fluid, so Iso-surface vorticity around flapping 

rigid wing, angle of attack of 15, is illustrated as shown in Fig. A-13. Sometime, the iso-surface vorticity 

magnitude is called as the iso-surface of -cirterion [56]. It can be seen from this figure that increasing angle of 

attack causes to generate vortex flow and also increase lift force as well (compare with Fig. 3-7).      

 

 

 

Fig. A-13 Vortex structure visualized as the iso-surface vorticity, =40 [s^-1], =15 [deg], (a) At bottom-dead 

point, (b) At middle-upstroke point, (c) At top-dead point, (d) At middle-downstroke point 
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 A. 5 Iso-surface of Q-criterion 

 As found in pervious results of vorticity, that similar vortex structure and wake patterns are obtained, 

hence other viewpoint based on the Q-criterion was also demonstrated for vortex topology characterization as 

shown in Fig. A-14. Also, it can be seen that Q-criterion can illustrate vortex structure more than -criterion.  

   

 

 

Fig. A-14 Vortex structure visualized as second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q-criterion), (a) At 

bottom-dead point, (b) At middle-upstroke point, (c) At top-dead point, (d) At middle-downstroke point 
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B. FEM simulation 

B. 1 Damping function for initial condition in FEM simulation 

 Due to initial condition for transient structural analysis needs to set as being velocity or acceleration of 

zero, hence I defined the increment function of angular velocity based on flapping time as eq. B-1. 

 

   
kf

dampK 21
       (B-1) 

 where  dampK
 is the damping function for initial flapping motion 

  
k

 is the damping factor [s], = 1, 2, 5 and 10 

  
f

 is the flapping frequency [s^-1],  10 Hz 

The damping factors were varied as four values for finding the best condition in simulation. From tasting each 

condition in simulation, k of 2 sec. is the best condition like the results as Fig. B-1.  The new flapping angle 

used for defining the initial and boundary condition are further plotted at five cases of the damping factors in Fig. 

B-2, correspondingly. It is shown that more than k of 5 is quite to be same with no damping effects. However, it 

can be not used for the boundary condition, because the angular velocity is high increment. It causes to that the 

solution is uncovered. In the cases of small damping factor, even if it is very good condition for the solution 

convergence, but it has been high CPU cost and long-time calculating either. By optimized between the solution 

convergence and time calculating, the damping factor of 2 had adopted for simulation, because is enough to 

capture the phenomena of elastic deformations. The results should be considered from second cycle of flapping 

motion which the error of flapping angle and angular velocity are about 3 and 4 percentages, respectively. You 

can see the difference of the angular velocity between no damping and including the damping effect as in Fig. 

B-3.       .     

 

                                 

Fig. B-1 Damping factor for initial condition in FEM simulation 
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Fig. B-2 Damped flapping angle for initial condition in FEM simulation 

 

                                         

Fig. B-3 Angular velocity for boundary condition in FEM simulation 
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B. 2 Validation of a structural model for flexible wing.  

 

                                 

Fig. B-4 Nodal displacement in Y-axis versus the non-dimensional period time, at point of 25 

 

For experimental works, I referred the experimental data from other research, which is actual 

application of flying robot [11]. The details following this are, the flapping frequency is low (approximately 10 

Hz), and the average flight velocity is about 1.0 ~ 2.0 m/s. The schematic of experiment was set as shown in 

Figure A-4(a). A high-speed camera system with a resolution of 720 x 480 pixels and 125 fps was used for the 

experiments. The butterfly robot was a free flight. In experiment, the robot parameters are following this, half-

wingspan of 120 mm, chord length of 80 mm, and the total robot’s mass of 1.9 gram. Twenty nine of position 

on the wing surface was acquired as shown in Figure. A-4(b). I adopted the point of 25 to compare the 

displacement component inY-axis wing with calculation results of flapping rigid wing and simulation results 

either, because the maximum deformation has occurred nearest at this point, as results shown in Figure B-4. The 

results have been too different, because initial force is only considered and also they are different in the material 

properties. In addition, .  Also, the deformation behaviour is illustrated as shown in Fig. B-5(a) and B-5(b), 

which is the experimental and simulation result, respectively.  

  However, the simulation way is better to consider the elastic deformation effects to generate the 

dynamic thrust force, because they have not obtained both thrust force and momentum flow data yet. 

 

 

Fig. B-5 Wing deformation behaviour at trailing edge membrane, (a) Experiment at point (A’), (b) Simulation at 

point (A) 
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B. 3 Distributions of elastic deformation 

 

Fig.B-6 Elastic deformation by FEM simulation, Wing A 

 

 

Fig.B-7 Elastic deformation by FEM simulation, Wing D 
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C. FSI simulation results 

C.1 Comparison of FEM and FSI deformation results 

By comparison between FEM and FSI results, it is shown that the fluid force effect has increased the 

max-deformation of about 1.58 (no rib) and 1.41 (within rib, wing D) times of the inertial force effect, which is 

compared with FEM results (see Appendix B. 3). However, this effects based on the wing’s flexibility, thus 

when wing’s flexibility was changed, the fluid force effect would change either. However, FIS simulation is 

better than only FEM simulation, because it has been able considering the deformation effects to generating 

dynamic forces. 

 

 

 

Fig.C-1 Deformation with FEM and FSI simulation, t/T = 0.075, EC=533 GPa, (a) FEM wing A, (b) FSI wing 

A, (c) FEM wing D, (d) FSI wing D 
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C. 2 Vortex structure around flapping elastic wing 

The defamation velocity can also be generated lift and thrust either. Hence, the structural engineering 

has to make a good deformation wings to be used for increasing thrust force and average lift in one flapping 

cycle. 

 

 

 

Fig.C-2 Vortex structure around the wing varying with rib-wing, t/T= 0.85,  =160 [s^-1] 
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C. 3 Pressure distribution on the wing surface with variations of the rib-wing 

 In order to find the evidence of the relationship between the vortex structure and generating lift and 

thrust force, the pressure distributions on the wing surface were considered also. 

 

 

Fig.C-3 Surface pressure for FSI results, (a) Rigid wing, (b) Wing A, (c) Wing C, (d) Wing D 
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C. 4 Relationships between leading-edge vortex and lift-production on flapping wing 

 In order to measure the aerodynamic force-production, some researcher has studied about measurement 

aerodynamic forces with vortex wake dynamic, according to Kelvin’s theorem [68, 69]. However, the 

relationship between the vortex structure and generating lift and thrust force, can be seen rather relation in lift 

force that thrust force as illustrated in Fig. C-4. Especially the vortex structures are influenced by the velocity 

swirling strength [70] (Fig. C-4(b)). 

 

Fig.C-4 Results illustrated the relationships between vortex structure and lift-production, (a) Iso-surface Q-

criterion (b) Production of velocity stretched swirling, (c) Iso-surface pressure, (d) Pressure distribution on plane 

of max-deformation, (e) Iso-surface velocity, (f) Vector of lift-production on the plane at z/R=0.75, (g) Vector 

distribution of  the lift-production on the wing, (h) Lift-production related to vortex structure   
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D.  Invariants of the velocity gradient tensors 

 D. 1 Calculation of invariants of the velocity gradient tensors 

 Herein, flow visualization on the elastic deformation effects due to the rib-wing is demonstrated as 

shown in Figure D-4. It is plotted based on the expressions below. Mathematically, 3-D flow topology is 

classified in invariants of the velocity gradient tensors.   

 For the velocity gradient tensor [xx]; 
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The eigenvalues of gradient tensor satisfies; 

 023  RQP 
       (D. 4-2) 

where  is eigenvalue.  

First invariant of velocity gradient tensor, 

)()( 332211 ddduDtrP 
     (D. 4-3) 

Second invariant of velocity gradient tensor, 

)()()()]([
2

1
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2 ddddddddddddDDtrPQ 
  (D. 4-4) 

Third invariant of velocity gradient tensor, 
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    (D. 4-5) 

In general tensor form, Q is the second invariant which is defined as: 

    
][

2

1 2

jiijjiij WWSSPQ 
       (D. 4-6) 

where 
)(

2

1
jiijij AAS 

is the rate-of strain tensor and 
)(

2

1
jiijij AAW 

is the rate of rotation tensor. For 

incompressible flow the first invariant P is zero and all three-dimensional flow topology can be classified in 

terms of second and third invariant, Q and R respectively. Let’s jiji xAu 
is nine components of the velocity 

gradient tensor. From Eq. (D. 4-6), Q of 60 1/s2 was plotted as shown in Figure D-4. It is found that is only 

small effects of deformation to the rotation flow over the wings. Hence, vortex structure consideration has not 

distinguished the elastic deformation effects well.  
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D. Vortex structure obtained by FSI simulation 

D.1 Second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor 

The objective is to compare the effects of the elastic deformation to the flow field. The second 

invariant of the velocity gradient can describe how fast the velocity gradient changes, which is illustrated as Fig. 

D-1 and D-2. It seems that the deformation has lightly affected with macro-scale vortex structure.   

 

Fig.D-1 Iso-surface of second invariant, Q = 60 [s^-2], (a) Rigid wing, (b) Flexible wing A, (c) Flexible wing D 

 

Fig. D-2 Iso-surface of Q = 160 varying the wing positions, Wing D, (a) Bottom-dead point, (b) ving down-

center point, (c) Top-dead point, (d) Moving up-center point  
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E. Combination of Angle of Attack 

Due to the trailing-edge projection area causes to increase the angle of attack, thus the deformational 

angle of attack is also one parameter which affects to the thrust forces as well, which it has been similar 

tendency with deformational AOA as shown in Figs. E-1(a) and E-1(b). Some research has been reported that 

the intensity of the vortex strengths at the trailing-edge is amplified, leading to an increase in the mean square 

pressure fluctuation. Also, it does have an apparent effect on the wake structure, local pressure fluctuations and 

lift force fluctuations [71, 72]. Although, the angle of attack (AOA) can increase the net lift force and wake 

structures behind the wings, however it has affected to decrease the thrust force either. Moreover, it has been 

found that AOA created by the wing’s trailing-edge deformation has increased the thrust force as well as the 

results shown in Fig. E-2.  

Moreover, the rib-wing can defined the wing’s deformation characteristics, and also it has obtained the 

similar AOA, which is the result of no rib-wing effects illustrated by the wing A and including rib-wing effects 

illustrated by the wing D. On the other hand, each wing structure in these cases of studies has generated rather 

different thrust-production. Hence, it is found that, for flapping flexible wing, not only TE deformation has 

dominated the thrust force, but also DRR quantity of each wing’s deformational characteristics. 

   

 

Fig. E-1 Deformational AOA effects, (a) On thrust coefficient, (b) Dynamic deformational AOA   
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 In particular, as this conclusion, we can suggest that you have to consider the DRR variable for 

evaluating the order magnitude of the deformations, and then it can predict the thrust force on wing’s 

deformation effects as described in Chapter IV. 

 Furthermore, to obtain a good condition for flight of the flapping robot, which both is enough 

average lift force in one flapping cycle and average thrust force is more than zero, DRR and rigid angle of attack 

should be optimize their combination. Based on the flying robot illustrated in this study, which it needs average 

lift more than 0.02 N, hence it cannot fly forward in rigid wing based on this simulation condition. However, it 

has been enough thrust force generated by this wing’s flexibility. Table 9 summarizes the deformation and AOA 

effects to the average thrust and lift force. In the Table, the velocity freestream component can be also found, 

which is calculated by the expression in paper [73]. The negative V,y means the robot can fly upward, which it 

has occurred at =10 in rigid wing. According to Newton’s second law, the acceleration in thrust direction, a 

(horizontal), can be calculated by: 

 

 

robot

ave

thrust
m

T
a                       (E-1)         

where mrobot is the total moss of the flying robot, which is about 2 gram. 

 

 

 

Fig. E-2 Thrust coefficient versus the deformational angle of attack 

 

Table 9 Results of angle of attack effects (two wings)  
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